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Holland City News
VOL. XL— NO.

HOLLAND,

2.

Dnigi aod Miileloti.

gallant! $ttg gewjs.

1

pathrts.

rNOKSBURG, J. O., DculerinDrngsand ModiLJ cines, ?alnts and Oils, Brushes.Ac. Fhy.

WEEKLYlfiwSPAPER.

A

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY

MICH.,

Vf EENUS, D. R., Drugstore. Fine Drugs, Mediciues, Fancy (ioous^olletArticles and Per*

HOLLAND, - - MICHIGAN.

_

Apples.

The Common Connellmet In

street,

bushel ................$

IITALSU HfcBEU, DruggistA

Editor and Proprietor.

“v

full

Hay,

Pharmacist; a

stock of goods appertaluiug to the bus-

Terms of Subscription:
furalturt.

MM

Per Year

Advance.

in

Vf E\ KR,

_

red

...

JOB FEINTING Promptif ui
—

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:

ITAN PUTTEN G,, General Dealers, in Dry
Goods, Groceries, Crockery, Hats and Caps,
One square of ten lines, (nonpareil,)75 cents for
first Insertion,and 25 cents for each subsequent Flour. Provisions, etc. ; River et.
nsertion for any period under three mouthe.

V

Hotih.
I 3 *. | 8 m. | 1 y.

Square

350

5
5 00
8
8 00 10
10 00 17
17 00 25
25 00 40

••

“

M Column
"

X
1

city. Is locatedin the business center of the town,
and has one of the largest and best sample rooms
In the State. Free bus iu coi.nectiou with the Hotel. Holland,

Mich.

HMy

A

Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths published whttout charge for subscribers.

^COTT' HOTEL. Wm.

Q

J.

(Hero follows the report which will be fouad In
another

WKcall the

system for controlling and extinguishing

••

attention of ladies to the

chlsi’s Uterine

Catholicon.” We have in

OUONE

U„ Livery and Sale Stable. Office our posession indisputable evidence of its
paper AdvertisingBureau (10 Spruce 8t.), where
audbarnonMarketslreet.Everytulngfirstadvertising contracts may be made for it in NEW class.
worth, and we recommend the afflicted to

U

YORK.

try it.

This remedy

ditt’ers

from quack

II AVERKATE, G. J., Livery and Boarding
X.A stable.Fine rigs and good horses can al- nostrums in the following respects: 1st.

Hold.

ways be relied on. On Fish street,near Scott’s

fail ioaite.

j&.tf

VTIBBELINK,J.
i-v

Chicago A West Michigan Railway.
Taking Effect, Sunday Jan.

H., Livery and Sale Stable;
Ninth street. near Market.

Keat Mirkiti.
15, 1882.

UUTKAU, Wm. New

From Holland

From Chicago

Chicago.

to Holland.
Mail.

TOWNS.

Mix

Nt’i

ed. Exp.

p.m a.m. a. m.

p.m. a. in. n. m.
titwu 9 20 11 60 ....Holland ..... 8 25 8 00 5 15
10 40 10 10 12 08 East Sangatuclc

3 05 7 35 5 00

10 55 10 40 12 20 ....Richmond.

2 55 7 20 4 45

..

Meat Market,
. near corner
Eighth and Fish Street. Alik:
kinds ol sausages constantly ou hand.

JD

I/’UITE, J., Dealer In all kinds of meats and
Av vegetables ; Meat Market on 8th street.

ITAN DEKUAAK, Hm

Dealer In Fresh, Salt,
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper
and twine; 8th street.

f

••

“

advertisement in this paper of “Dr. Mar-

that no paper will be continued after date.
Llverr And Sale u tie*.

to

there Is nothing equal to the high pressure

'

—Accepted and ordered printed In the Hollander,
0nwic/«>cfand the Holland Citt News.
the same. In regard to the expense of
PETITIONSAND ACCOUNTS.
water works in the city of Holland, Mr.
M. D. Howard petitioned to have a special aasesBuckwheat, 9 bushel.. ...........
M.
Walker visited Holland on the 8th day
sment tax of $8 remitted, he claiming that said
Bran, & 100 lbs ....................
tax was assessedon the south 45 feet of lot 11,
Feed, w ton ......................
block 29 when It should have been assessed on the of February, 1882. and after carefully
“ V 100 lb .....................
north 35 feet of the south 80 feet.-Heferred to the looking over the whole city, has furnished
Barley, $1100 lb ....................
Com. on Ways and Means.
us with a detailed estimate of all expenses
Middling, V 100 lb ...............
W.J. Scott and R. Kan tare petitioned to have
Flour, iTbrl .................
gasolineburners put In the streetlamps on their to be incurred in putting a aystem of water
Pearl Barley* # 100 lb ...............
premises, agreeingto donate said lamps to the
Rye » bush .....................
city providingthe city will keep them lighted— works in this place, the several items are
Corn Meal 100 lbs ..............
Referred to the Com. on Streets and Bridges with as follows, viz:
Fine Corn Meal V 100 lbs .........
power to act.
The following bills were preaented for payment: 1156 feet 8 Inch pipe at 96 cent* per foot.$ 1,108 80
6270 •• 6 *•
68 •* *• •• . 4,268 60
G. J. Te Vaarwerk.paid poor orders ....... $ 4 75
•• •»
..... * . g.gso 80
Columbia Fire Engine Co., salaries ........ iw 7s WM “ 4
H. D. Post, book and envelope* .......... 7 m 850 •• 8 “ enc. pipe 68
578 00
Peninsular Gas Light Co., oil and freight ... 6 60
17515“
trenching
and
laying
12c “ “. 2.10180
Sixty cents buys you a dollar’sworth of —Allowedand warrantsordered Issued on the
Treasurer for the amount.
25 Hydrant* with gate* complete ........ 1,260 00
boots, shoes and clothing at the marshal
8070pounda special castings ............ 4m 60
REPORTS OP STANDING COMMITTEES.
sale, 04 and 66 Cana!
52— If
The Com. on Ways and Means reported the fol- H In. gate, 5-S In. gates and 11-4 In. gatna 289 00
lowing.— See another column.
2 pumps aameai at Muskegon ..........8,000 00

Mich.

Nt’t MixKxp ed. Mall.

column.)

..

M

“

.

street.

Scott, proprietor.

This hotel is located on the cor. of Ninth and
All advertising bills collectable quarterly. Fish sirs., convenient to both depots. Terms,
$1.00 per day. Good accommodations can always
An X before the Subscriber’s name will donote be relied ou. Holland,
d-ly
the expiration of the Subscription.
Two XX sig-

r&vri

Witer Worki.

on

1881.

Additional ^oal.

E. P. Montleth proprietor.
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
Locatednear the Chi. & W. Mich. R. R. dechanges.
pot, has good facilities for the traveling public,and
Business Cards In City Directory, not over three its table is unsurpassed. Free Hack for accommolines, $2.00 per annum,
dation of guests. Ou Ninth str, Holland, Mich.

THIS PAPER

15,

regular session

...

/'tlTY HOTEL. Mrs. J. Meyers A Sons, Pro\J prietors.The only flrsi-classHotel in the

00 I 8 00
00 I 10 00
00 ! 17 00
00 | 25 00
00 40 00
00 65 00

IJUCENIX HOTEL.

nifies

(ft

@

Grain, Feed, Etc.

11. &

Beport of Committee on Wayi and Xe&ni

CO., Dealers in all kinds of Fur- Wheat, white $1 bushel ............
nlture, Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
.............
Picture Frames. etc. : River street.
Lancaster Red, V bushel....
NeallT Eiecntea.
Corn, shelled $1 bushel .......
V
Oiairal Dialin.
Oats, V bushel ......................

JL

2
3

.................... 8 00
bushels ................
Potatoes, V bushel ................
85
Timothy Seed, bushel ..........
ton

Onions,

iuess.

1

V

522.

and wus called to order by the Mayor.
To the Honorablethe Mayer and Common
Aldermen present: Ter Vree, Beach, Butkau.
Council of the City of Holland:
Beuketna.Kramer. Winter, Landaal, and the Clerk.
Gkntlemkn
Your Committee oa Ways
Mlnutesof last two meetingsread and approved.
The regular order of business was suspended,in aud Means would respectfully report the
order that the Committee of the Whole could refollowing ou the question of water works:
port the result of their visit to Muskegon, on the
question of water work#.
In regard to the workings of the same
Aid. Suite appearedand took his seat.
we are fully satisfied that In cases of fire,

75®

V

WILLIAM H. ROGERS.

NO.

[official]

Council.

Holland, Mich., Feb.

Produce. Etc-

Beans. « bushel .............2 0<>@
Butter, jaib .................
\7AN PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer In Drugs, Medi- Clover seed, V lb .................. Q
cines Paints, Oils, etc.; ProprletorofDr.
.....................
W. Van Din Berg’s Family Medicines;Eighth St. Honey, lb ......................
River

OFFICE: VAN LANDKOEND’8 BLOCK.
f'

[omcuL.]

Common

sician’sprescriptlonscarefully put up: Eighth st.

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

WHOLE

1882.

18,

—Accepted and ordered printed in fnll In the Hollander, Orondwet and Holland Crrr News.
The Cora, on Poor reported presenting the semimonthly report of the Directorof the Poor and
said committee,recommending $84.80 for the support of the poor, for the 2 weeEB ending March
I. IhHl.-Approved and warrant*ordered Issued
on the City Treasurer for the amounts.
Also having rendered temporary aid to the
amount of $5.75.

1

boiler4x12 and smoke stack ........... 900 00

Building and

lot

.......................
1,300 qo

Incidental expenses..., ................800 00
Wells and cisterns ......................
800 00
Total

..............................
$20,675 50

Mr. Walker stated that the above
mate will not vary 5 per cent

esti-

in the gross

COMMUNICATIONS FROM CITT OFFICERS.
expense of pulling iu water works in the
The City Physician reported having treated three city of Holland,that with 1,000 feet of
cases iu the month of January.— Filed.
It is not recommended for all diseases,
The Clerk reportedthe expiration of tniurance hose, will reach nearly every buildingin
but only for a particular class, peculiar to of Are and engine company. Hook and Ladder
the city limits in case of fire. Mr. Walker
company and jail buildings,also the lease of Comfemales; 3d. It is recommendedand used
mon Council rooms, and rooma of R. Kanters for has also sent us a plan of the water mains
in practice by many physicians, one of Are department pnrposes.— Clerk Inalrnctodto
have city .Propertyre-insured,and the Com. on fts laid at Holly, Michigan, which wo
whom at least is well known to the people Public buildings and property luatructcd to attend submit for your Inspection.
to procuring Council rooms and rooms for Columof New
47— ly.
bia Are engine company.
Respectfully submitted,
Council adjournedto Tuesday 7:30 p. m., March
Wm. Butkau,
No one should neglect (bis rare oppor- 1, Iks;.
PlRTKR W INTER,
GEO. H. 8IPP, CUv Clerk.
tunity in securing good bargains in boots,
Jacob Kuitb,
Committee on Wayi and Mean*.
shoes and clothing at the marshal sale, 64
Mr. John D. Brothers, of Portsmouth,
and 66 Canal
52— tf
O., writes: “Two years ago I auffered
[official.]
It is

preparedby

a

regular physician; 2d.

Bedford.

street.

XABofiotorlM. Villi, Shops, Ito.

trora a severe attack of malarialfever; I Beport of CommitU* of thi Wholi on
Oh, Wh&t a Cough!
was brought very low to death’s door; I
Wiur Worki.
12 tf 12 50 1 10 ..... Bangor. ... 2 00 5 15
Will yon heed the warning. The signal perhap*
385
of the sure approachof that more terribledisease had never fully recovered, and often was
1 50 3 10 2 30 .BentonHarbor. 12 50 3 15 2 10 pAUELS, VAN PUTTEN 4 CO., Proprletori Consumption.A*k yonraelveaif you can afford
Oentlemenof the Council:
distressed with biliousness, headache,
.4... of
(Steam Saw and Flour for the sake of iaving 50 cents, to run the risk and
According to a resolutionof the Common
205 8 80 2 45 ...St. Joseph...12 40 8 05 2 00 Mllla.3near foot of 8th atr*et.
Jk.owo1?? nr ,l\„He kD0W from experience sinking chills,night sweats, indigestion
that 8hilohra Cure will cure your cough. It never
Council
at a meeting held on the lat day
3 30 6 00 3 50 ..New Buffalo.. 11 40 1 00 11 55 Vl^IUMS, P. H. Manufacturerof Wooden, and fails. This explains why more than a million and painful urination.About three
Iron and Wood combination Pumps. Cor- bottleswere sold the past year. It relievesCroup,
of February, 1883, the Committeeof the
luth and River itreeta.
and Whoor1"~f,»"-*---- «
*•- —
Whooping Cough" aVoVce.'
Mothers
do n‘otbe months ago I noticed an advertisementof
7 30
5 50 ....Chicago ..... 9 00
9 10
without
.m. p. m. p. m.
without It.
li. For Lame Back, Side or Chest, use Brown’s Iron Bitters in a Cincinnati Whole proceeded to Muskegon, In coma. m. a. m. p.m.
VoUrr Publiei.
Shiloh s Porous Plaster. Sold by D. R. Mceugs.
paper. From the first, it seemed to be pany with Mr. Walker, Hydraulic EngiOn Saturday night the Night express north runb
O 1’EGENGA, A. P., Justice of the Peace and
neer, on the 7lh of said month, to investiearlier,leavingChicago 5 16 p. m., arriving at
Ey«p«piii and Lirtr Complaint.
just the medicine I had long needed. I
Notary Public. Conveyancing done at ihort
Holland 2:23 Sunday morning.
Is
it
not
worth
the
small
price
of
75
cent*
to
gate
the system of water works in use in
notice. Office at his rebidenceNew Uollaud,
am now just as strong and hearty as a
y_iy
free yourself of every symptom of these distressGRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.
ing complaints, if you think so, call at our store buck, and weigh nearly one half again as that city, and would respectfully report,
and get a bottle of hlloh’s Vltallxer,every bottle
PhyilcUai.
From Holland
From Ord. Rapid*
as the result of their Investigation,that
ha* a printed guarantee on It. use accordingly and much as I did three months ago.”
Grand
to Holland.
we found that their supply of water is
IJEST,
R.
B., Physician and Surgeon, cau be If R does yon no good It will cost you notnlng.
a.m. p. ra.
a. m. a. m. p.m.
*
found In Uls office, on River street, next door Sold by D. R.
•8 15 3 X5 .... Holland ..... 11 45 •9 10 tioio
from
a reservoir supplied from springs,
to O. R. Meengs, drug store, ou Tuesdays,ThursCardinal McCloskey and the Catholic
days,
and
Saturday*,
and
the
balance
of
the
week
We
have
a
speedy
and
positive
care
forCntarrh,
they
also
hove a suction pipe leading Irom
‘ 5 85 8 40 3 85 ....Zeeland ..... 11 35
8 40 9 55 he will treat the Eye and Ear at No. 132 Monroe
banker mouth and Head Ache, In dignitariesat New York are not inclined
a
pond,
near
their water works, wherest., Graud Rapids,
n-iy
SHILOH’S CATARRH REMEDY. A nasal In- to credit the Chicago story that the pope
5 57 9 20 3 52 .. Hudson vilie... 11 15 7 40 9 25
lector free with each bottle. U*e It If you desire
from to draw water in cases of emergen
Pr' 50 cis. Sold
.
.....
1/ KEMERS, It., Physician aud Surgeon. Real- health and sweet breath. Price
by D
has decided to invest the bishop of Little
a 15 10 00 4 05 ....Grandvillc...11 60 7 10 9 05
IX deuce on Ninth street, near the cor. of Mar- R. Meengs.
cles. They have also experimented with
Rock, Ark,, with deplomatlc functions as
ket street. Office one door west of Van Raalte’s
6 35 10 30 4 2.) ..Grand Rapids.. 10 45 6 35 8 45
drive wells, having sunk twenty-five, but
boot aud shoe store, office hours Irom 8 a. in. to
a. m. a. m. p. m.
Do
not neglect a Cough or Cold until it a delegate or nuncio of the Valican to
n. m. a. m. p.m.
12 m., and from 6 p. m. to 8 p.
50-ly
found them inadequate to furnish the
this country. They are disposed to look
is too late, try Eilert’s Extract of Tar and
necessary
supply of water. About one
OC’HUUTEN,
F. J., Physician aud Accoucher.
Holland 2 dWaud0rnlin-l^'^Ra
leaVe8
kJ Office at Dr. Schouteu’sdrug store. Eighth Wild Cherry, we are sure you will be con- upon it as a jest. The reasons they asyear
ago
they
put In a set of Walker
street.
40 ly.
vinced of its merits, Chronic Coughs, and sign for their incredulityare that no
MUSKEGON BRANCH.
steam
pumps,
at an expense of $3,000,
If ANTING, A. G., Physician and Surgeon;
necessity exists for the creation of such
From Holland
From Muskegon
eg.
NL office at GraufrchapVillage,Allegan county, even Consumptives are cured by fbllowing
which have been in constant use day and
Muskegon.
to Holland.
the directions,every bottle is warranted an officer, and that if it were deemed exMich. Office hours from IU to 12 a.
2tt-ly.
a. m p. m a. m
night, supplying the city with water
p. m a. m.
pedient by the Vatican the appointment
to give
40-tf
t5 30 3 25 11 45 ....Holland. ... 3 25 10 45 t» 40
Plutsfrapher.
through seventeen miles of mains, said
could not be made unless a concordathad
6 00
12 15 ...West Olive... 8 05 10 05
II IGGIN8, B. P. the leading Photographer.GalDr. Jaques’ German Worm Cakes stand been negotiatedwith the United States. Walker steam pumps, superceedlng two
-li. lery opposite this office.
12 20
unrivaled a| a worm medicine. Give As the United States does not assume to sets of Vergennes steam pumps which
Watchu and Jsvslry.
them a trial. Sold by all Druggists. 40-tf recognize any system of theology, and ns were purchased at a cost of about $21,000
12 25 .. .Johnevillo....
9.45
IJREl MAN, OTTO Watchmaker, Jeweler, and
the pope is wholly without temporal when the water works were first put in, in
6 to 4 15 12 40 ..Grand Haven.. 2 40 9 10 8 40
MJ deiler in Fancy Goods; Corner of Market
Uncle Sam’s Nerve and Bone Liniment
that city.
were informed by the
aud Eighth Street.
power, the United States could not give
6 50 4 20 12 50 ...Ferrysburg... 2 30 9 On 8 35
is most efficient in Rheumatism, Bruises,
Superintendentaud Engineer in charge,
welcome to such an officer. He would be
7 20 4 50 1 20 ... Muskegon... 2 06 8 15 8 00
Burn?, Scratches and many other ills inthat the Walker pumps, can be run at onean anomaly. When the pope was u tem•m. p. m. p. m.
p. m. a. in.
cident to man and beast. Sold by ail
half the cost of fuel and oil than any
00 12 15

12

12

55 ..Gd. Junction..

2 15 5 45 3 55

LI EaLD,

R.

K., Manufacturerof andDealerln

LL

Agricultural Implements ; commlaaion agent
for MowIur Machine* • cor. I0th& River itreet.

PtuW*r

__

Tv

*

O

Michigan.

to

Rapid*.

Meengs.

U

Mich.

*"

_

to

m.

m.

satisfaction.

Wc

to
AHegan.

Druggists.

ALLEGAN BRANCH.

From Holland
p.

From Allegan to

m.

Holland.
».

m. ip. m.

3 tf

11 45 • 5 45

11 15

8 49

11

20

5

11 35

4 00

11

07

4 55

1

00

4 15

10 63

12 45

4 40

10 30l 3 30

m. p.m.

p.

a.

1

0

m. p.m.

• Mixed trains.

„

F. & A. M.

the System and keep the Animal in a

A RaouLABCommunicationof Unitt Lodox

Healthy, Handsome Condition. Sold by

M°n18!i'1ufh*'M,wllIbehe*<latMuonic Hall
Jl“

AUaraeyi.

rOWAUD.M.

D., Claim Agent, Attorneyand
L Notary Public; Kiverstreet.

Sic'v.

Ifl

Lepplg’s Bloc*, Grand Rapids, Michigan.

to.

Business 111 Kent, Ottawa and Allegan Counties
be promptly attended
9~ly

’DARKS, W.

I

H. Attorneyand Councelorat Law,
corner of River and Eighth streets.
Barbers.

I

\B GROOT, L. barber. Halrcatting,shaving,

U

Hotel.

shampooning. hair-dyeing, etc., done at re a
•onable rates. Barbershop next door to the City
14-ly
CoaaiulonXershut.

EACH W.
Bmarket

II. Commission Merchant, and

dealer in Grain. Flour and Produce. Highest
price paid for wheat. Office In Brick
store cor. Eighth k Fish streets,Holland, Mich. 17

Druggists.

40-tf

others. TJiey have two boilers5x12

tained diplomatic representation with

Rome, not

which furnish

because he was the head of the

church, but because lie was the chief of
the state. We continue to hold relations

with the czar of Russia and the sultan of
Turkey, each of

whom

has a religious

authority, but this ecclesiastical feature

sufficient

feet,

steam to run the

pumps at all times under fire pressure.
We witnessed a trial of tiie pumps under
fire pressure, three

which was

streams being thrown

in every

way satisfactory.

We

were also informed that it had reduced the

has no bearing in the matter. The cost of insurance ono-half in that city.
From what we were able to learn as the
governmentat Washington can not well
result of our invesligations,made under
have diplomatic relations with ecclesias-

however ancient and close observations and numerous inquiries
from the city authorities,we see no reason
It has been proved by the most reliable powerful. It deals only with political
Wk wish to call your attention to the testimonythat Thomas’ EclectncOil is an divisions,and when the pope ceased to why the city of Holland, cannot put in n
advertisementof the Army and Navy entire success in curing the most inveterate reign as a sovereign the government of system of water works, which will supply
Liniment. If you are troubled with cases of rheumatism, neuralgia, lame his successor was recognized by the United the city with pure water for domestic purposes. and at the same time furnish an
Rheumatism or Neuralgia, Diptheria or
States.
C. Mat»ao. W. M.

An Entire Success.

-

tical establishments,

-

back, and wounds of every description.

Croup, call oq H. Walsh, and get a bottle. It

is

a sure

The United States marshal

cure. See advertisement.

abundant supply for

sale of boots,

shoes and clothing, 64 and 66 Canal street,

Vf CBRlDE, A CARROLL, Attorneys at Law,
will

all

Vh.0,”,. Wed“c',1“i''venl,“' Fel’-

t Runs dally,all other trains daily except Sun- D, L. Boro,
day. Alt trains ran by Chicago time.

Ilirfctonj.

poral sovereignthe United Stales main-

40-tf

I. 0. of 0. F.
Holland City Lodge, No. 192, Independent Order
When horses aud cattle are spiritless,
of Odd Fellows, holds Its regular meetings at Odd
Fellows HalLHollaud.Mich.,
on Tuesday Evening scraggy and feeble they need treatment
with Uncle Sam’s Condition Powder. It
Visiting brothers arecordtallj invited.
purifies the blood, improves the appetite,
w
A- Scuouten, N. G.
M. Harrington, K. 8.
cures Colds and Distempers, Invigorates

!!

IiwtoWU

'

Mr. R. Van Kampen has got

all the

necessary tools to move, raise or lower

is fast
is

approaching ile close. The stock

decreased every day, for everybody

is

buildings at short notice. He is also pre- trying to purchase while there is a well se-

While There’s Life There’* Hope.
Signed: J. A. Teh
There is no condition so low as to be
hopeless, nor any plane so

without fear.

Many

high

Wm.

as to be

use Brown’s Iron

cent, of each

T*e Army and Navy Liniment takes
the soreness out of a spavin, ringbone,
splint or curb, and arrest their growth.
Cures colic, scratches and other deseases,
Particulars call at

H.

WALSH,

Druggist.

DR.

dollar.

TOWNS

52—

tf

J.
C.

and strong, and save much loss of time
and heavy doctor

Kramer,

H. Beach,
Brukkma,
P. Wikteh,

J.

Landaal,

J. Kuite.
Committee of the Whole,

The Lav

of Kininesi

Is universal ; it affects all the
ly, all animals,

human

fami-

and may be even found in

patent medicines. Some are drastic,and

bills.

the patient

will return to the City

Vree, W.

Butkau,

Bitters in health as well as in sickness.It

pared to build new dwellings, or repair lected stock on hand. As soon as the Is nature’s best assistantin keeping health
old ones, or do any kind of carpenter and stock passes the hands of the marshal no and in restoring health. Its use will make
joiner’s
ig.jy
one can ever get the same goods at 40 per you and all your family healthy, robust

work.

fire purposes.

Respectfully submitted,

is

obliged lo suffer pains worse

than the disease; but in cases of obstinate
March 1st, for a few days, where
Remember all diseases of the stomach
constipation,
dyspepsia, there is no
he will make the treatment of chronic dia
and intestines, urinary and digestive
remedy
so
kind,
so gentle in its effects,
eases a specialty.Consultation free and organs, cured by using Brown’s Iron
aod yet so satisfactory,as Burdock Blood
Hotel,

confidential. 52-tf

Bitters.

Bitters.Price $1.00.

the Geneva award

recommendedthe payment,

DOIHGB OFCOIf GBE88.

first, of

$«l!atti!
HOLLATO

$<S

exculpatedwar claims, and, secondly,
of war premiums ; leaving whatever balance
Mr. Garland introduceda bill In the Senate,
mav remain for future action by Congress .... on the 7th inst, to grant the right of way
A nve-contpostage stamp bearing an excellent
through the Indian Territory to the Mississippi,
likeness of the late President will be issued
March L
Albuquerqueand Interooean railway. A petition wae presented asking unobstructed naviA. M. Sotildo, clerk to the Senate
gation of the Missouri in the constrnetion
of
Committee on Railroads at Washington, who bridges. The bill to donate bronze cannon for
had been for some time the subject of criticism a statue to Garfield was amended to authorize
the Secretory of War to pay 1700 to the Society of
in the columns af the National Hepublioan,
went to the office of that paper with his the Army of the Cumberland out of the isles
vounger brother and made an attack npon of condemned ordnance._ A report was made
on the claims for depredations committed by
filr. Clarence M. Barton, the news editor, in
the Utea at the White rivet massacre.In the
the course of which he received a bullet wound,
which will probably prove fatal Mr. Barton House a resolution was adopted calling on the
was wounded in the neck and breast, Postmaster General for informationoenoeming
bnt neither are believed to be fatal.... the sub-lettingof mail contracts. Majority
minority report* were presented
Guitean,says a Washingtontelegram, Is be-

t*m.

CITT. ICOHIOAlf.

WEEKLY HEWS REVIEW,
THE EAST.
Oscab Wilde, the

sesthetio philoso-

when
mob of about 200 Btudenta of the nniyeraity
behaved in so disgraceful a manner as to call
for the interventionof the police ..... Two
Freshmen of Syracose Universitywere kid- coming very much depressed. The Jail
napped by Sophomores and carried fifteen Warden says that he never assumes the conmiles, to Onsida lake, where they were left to
fident air which he always has had, except in
find their way back as beet they might.
the presence of newspaperpeople. He is to
Justus Kobhleb, manager of a Gei- be cut off from all communication, and that
man insurancecompany In New York, commit- fnct depresseshim very much.
Custodian Pitney went before the
ted suicide while riding in Central Park. . .On
the Pennsylvania railroad, near Huntington, treasury investigation, on the 10th inst, and
Pa., three trains were wrecked, the engineer askod to be informed of the nature of the testiand conductor of one being killed, and the fire- mony given by Upton and Lampbere. He
man fatallyinjured....TVo men were killed at then declared that John Sherman aud his wife
Newburgh, N. Y., by an explosion of giant knew that employes of the treasury were paid
powder.
from tho contingentfund for work done for
Five leaders in a kidnapping case at the ex-Secrotory, and produced incriminating
notes purporting to have been writtenby the
CornellUniversity have been orderedto leave
Shermans. The committeehas decided to
Ithaca, and PresidentWhite declares that he
recall Upton and Lampbere, and confront them
pher, waa lectoringin Bocheater N. Y.,
a

.

will

repress hazing at any cost

Peter Coopeb has

just entered

with Pitney.

upon

his 92d year, an event which was celebrated by
a party of friends at his residence in New York,
among whom were Hamilton Fish and the Rev.
Robert Collyer.

THE WEST.

Gen. Grant baa

written to

Capt Eads

complain of having been imposed upon in

to

the ship-canal project,and withdrawing from
the Board of Direotors....J. W. Gnitean says
his brother has no fear of death, and will meet
it “ with tho air of a martyr.”

A decision of peculiar interest and

President Arthur has signed the

import was rendered by the Kansas Supreme commission of Frederick A. Tuttle as GovernCourt It sets aside as unconstitutional
that
or of Arizona,in place of Gen. Fremont. . .80clause of the Prohibitory law fixing a punish- teldo, who was shot by Clarence Barton in the
ment for dronkeimeas,on the ground that this office of the Washington Republican,died from
provisionwas not expressedin the title of the bis wound two days after receivingit ____ Senbill. The decision covers still another point, the
ator Sherman issues a card to state that the
court holdingthat persons legallyin possession testimonyreflectingupon himself and his wife
of liquor may drink, burn or give it away.... which was alleged to have been given by CusCharles Miller, who was under sentence of todian Pitney is
pure concoction,
death at Renton, Mo., for the murder of Frank- as will very soon be shown by the
lin Hamilton, hanged himself in his cell with
printed evidence ....
Washington telestrips torn from his blanket.... At Canton,
gram says: It is possible, at least, to state the
Ohio, a patient Bufferingfrom cancer in the
exact situstion of the case against Gen. Carr.
stomach, died of starvation after an involuntary
When the War Departmentascertained the exfast of fifty-onedays.
act facts it was determined not to order a
Chabbes F. Krino, of St. Louis, who court of inquiry, but to submit the facte to
has four times been convicted of the murder of Gee. Carr himself, knowing that he would ask
for a court The chargeswere these: First,
Dora Broemser,has been granted a writ of mismanagement of the campaign ; second,
error by Justice Miller, of the United States disobedienceof orders ; third, disrespect to a
Buprcme Court.... William Miller, the oldest superior officer. This was communicatedto
Freemason in the United States (and probably Gen. Carr, and to-day a request has been rein the world), died at Caldwell Ohio. He was
ceived from him for a court of inquiry.
98 years old, and was initiated in 1801 ... .The
GENERAL.
shrinkagein the price of grain has had a disastrous effect on a number of 8L Louis firms
Col. Boudinot, chief of the Cherokeee,
which were carrying wheat for customers,and
states that Gould has drawn upon himself the
several houses have suspended.
.

a
A

Crop

thinks his people would

be glad to give the
Times from every portion of the Northwest right of way to any important road which
show that winter wheat is w exceUeut condi- would pursue an independent conree.
tion and that the area of spring wheat will be
By the spilling of coal-oilon the floor,
increased. Farmers in Southern Hlinois and
the house of John Moreland, near Huntington,
Indiaiia are buying corn for their own consumption, and the hog crop has been quite Ontario,took firo, and his wife, step-daughter
thoroughlymarketed.Minuceota still has on and three children were burned to death, two
hand ^0,000,000bushels of wheat, and expects young men also nearly loeing their lives
to raise a crop one-fourth larger than last vear
In reporting 131 failures for the past
week, .
mercantile agency of New
York finds them generally caused bv

a

on the

bill to extend national bank

it

/

ALWAYS

.

KEEP COOL
To

amendmentprohibitingthe manufactureor
sale of liquor after 1900. Mr.
McCall offered reeolutio’nadirecting

lent plan, and
Whether it be in

uestions of
nancoor fishing,
or any topic what-

Bo-

the treaty of peace with Pern,

left without a seaboard. The Chilian
Government gave a cordial receptionto Mr,

ever, civil or polit-

livia is

and tell the
truth. However,
there is a cerain margin alow cd for lying,
when it comes to
fl.sliimr.thatis permitted in no other

.

subject, and no
doubt our friends
lu tho picture are
indulgingin that

Secretory

of State

special employment, as well, pe^
hops, as In a little
lie swearing. Their bodies
sclent

Mr. Pendleton presented in the Senate, on
the 9th inst,, a petition from leading citizens ef

people of Bismarck have organized a company with $2,000,000 capital to
build a road of 180 miles toward Manitoba.

.

.

and

hot

the air Is

Jtbey arc apparent-

ly

in

thecondition

when

it is

much

easier to catch
heumatism than
h,ln which case
t would ho well
for them that they
bo provided with
a bottle of 8t.
Jacods On., the

State of Texas has conveyed to

The

tomnera are

cool(a.s they should
be.but are not, )and

_

to

thorities.

1

and

CharlesB. and John V. Farwell, Abner Taylor

and C. A. Babcock, of Illinois, a tract of land
nogoUaie fo r ‘ reciProcity treaty with the Central larger than Connecticut,in return for a conand South American states. Messrs. Vest tract to erect a .Capitol at Austin.... Severs1
and Maxey, in a deuate on the matter firms of cotton brokers in Now Orleanshave
of arrears of pensions, warmly eulogized suspended.All were speculative dealers.
tho present law. Bills were passed to estabNotwithstandingthe attention of the
lish ports of delivery at Kansas City and 8t
Russian Government has been called to tho
Joseph. The President nominated Commodore John a Febiger to be Rear Admiral, and atrocitiesperpetratedin the empire against tho
Capt John L. Davis to be Commodore.In Jews, they continue, and fresh outrages aro
the House, Mr. Randall gave notice of an continually reported. An entire Jewish family
amendment to the Tariff Commission bill, mak- were recentlymurdered at Ananieff by the
ing the body consist of two Senators, peasants. Russia is heaping up a fearful score
throe Representotivesand four experts. Mr. against herself which will some day be terribly
Lacey reporteda bill to establish a postal-sav- avenged. Jewish money and NihUistio weapons
ings depository. The Sherman Funding bill combined will be a hard foe for tho Government
was taken from the Speaker’s table, and re- to deal with.
ferred to the Ways and Means Committee. AfGbn. Fitz John Porter was in Washter eulogies upon the late Representative
ington
last week, and, had a long interview
O’Connor, of South Carolina, the House adjourned. Tho House Banking Committee made with the President They discussedtogether
a favorable report on the bill to extend the the Pope campaign, and Gen. Porter explained
charters of national banks. President Arthur to the Presidenthow ho had been, as he besent a specialmessage to both houses translieves,misjudged for so long. He invitedthe
muting letters from Secretary Kirkwood and Presidentto as careful a perusal of the records
the acting Governorof Arizona in regard to
as he claimed that Gen. Grant made boiore
lawlessness in that Territory,and urges the recently declaring his belief in Porter’s innoamendment of the posse comitatusact to per- cence.
mit the use of troops In assisting the civil au-

tho

always keep

ical,

cool

Trescott, special envoy from the United States,
who stated that an unfortunatemisauderstanding had arisen, which explan ation would dissipate. Tho Chiliansare to occupy all minor
ports north of Callao. . .Tho Presidentof the
Pennsylvania Railroad Company disavows any
intention to make a claim for 'compensationfor
courtesies extended to President Garfield, his
family or tho Government,the service rendered being a duty and a pleasure.

The

yom

to

truth is an excel-

ADDITIONAL NEWS.
By

stick

subject and the

unarters. Mr. Ryan reportedthe Indian
Appropriation bill, setting aside $1,920,203,
It costs $200,000 per year to maintain
and reducing the number of Agents to sixty.
a
force
at Castle Garden, New York, to take
The‘ A
Apportionment bill was taken up, and six
amon dmente were offered, fixing the number of charge of the tremendousimmigration. A rerepresentotivesat 819 to 365.' Mr. Prescott cent decision took from the Commissioners tho
asked that the wealth of the various States be power to tax tho steamship companies,and retoken into considoration, for which sentiment newed effortswill bo made to have the Federal
Govemnicuttoko control of the work. Tne
he was sharply rebuked by Mr. Horr.
ocean lines express a willingnessto pay 25
Mr. Blair, of New Hampshire,proposed in
cents head money ..... Judy Powell, colored,
*be Senate,on the 8th inst., a constitutional died at Pittsburghat tho age of 113.

Great German

Remedy for this os well as other jiuin ful ai Imcnts.
WJT/X NAIL ITS COLORS TO THE MAST.
“Hello,Denny! what is tho trouble?” “Oh,
I’m all broke up,” was tho responseto the inquiry of an old shipmate of William G. Dcnniston, one of Farrngut’s war-worn veterans, well

known In

the soutiicrnsection of this city,

who

came limning into the American office yesterday.
“I thought I would go under the batches thli
time,” continuedDennlston. “ I never suffered
so much in my life. I hud the rheumatic gout
so bad that I could not get off the bed orputray
foot to the floor,and would have teen there yet
If a friend had not recommended Ft. Jacobs Oil
tome. I hesitated some time before gcUinga
boUle.thinkingitwasauothcr
one of those advertised nostrums, hut was finally induced to give it
a trial, and a lucky day it was for me. why,
bless my Mars! after bathing the limb thoroughly
with the Oil I felt relief,and my fkith was pinned
to St. Jacob and hU Oil after that. I freely say
that ff it had not beenfnrSr.JACoBsOiLl shoulcL
in all prohabHty.bd still housed.
*
me but little, ami tbeswellin
away. It bents anythingof
heard of, and any person who doubts itsend them
to mo at LOi bo utli Tenth bL—Hiiladclphia Tima

“

MS.

LM

L

niniMF

‘

Lffll,

IBS.,

.

Oscar Wilde, tho English esthete, delivered
tions be held for appointments to offices, and his lectore on the “English Kennaissauce” to
an audienceof over 2,000 persons at Central
that no removals be made on partisan grounds.
Music Hall in Chicago. Ho was given a re-

Pittsburgh asking that competitive examina-

A favorablerepost was made on the bill for the
sale of portions of tkt reservationat Fo rt
Leavenworth.Mr. Saunders introduced a bill
for a bridge across the Missouri near

an

spectful hearing.

A oano

of

workmen were

sent into the

Pennsylvaniarailroad tunnel at Baltimore

to

|

re.

and Mr. Grover
act
pair tho track. They had proceeded but a few
government for SoutheasternAlaska,
yards
when they heard the distant rumbling of
Noil Brown, of Tonnes
was nominatedfor an approachingtrain. Hardly had they caught
Secretary of the Senate,___
__________
t was defeated by the sonnd of the one train approaching when
the vote of Mr. Brown, of Georgia, who voted
the glare of a locomotive headngnt was seen
with the Republicans,much to the surprise and
in the opposite direction.The next instant the
indignation of the Democrats.Eulogies were
two trains came thundering along. Terrordelivered upon the late RepresentativeO’Constricken and confused, the unfortunate
nor. of South Carolina, during which Mr. Baymen jumped from one track to the
ard paid a glowing tribute to the Irwh race.
other only to step into the yawning Jaws
In tho House, Mr. Hewitt introduced a bill to
of death. Several of them had the presence
Omaha,

He

bitter hostilityof all the tribes of Indians.

reports gathered by the Chicago

and

_

than the old, the busy more than the
more than the rich: but
all need it, and all in some form obtain
idle, the poor

for civil

regulate the meeting of electors and the counting of the votes for President aud Vice PresiWith Mr. Aldrich
tho chair,
some hours were spent on the Apportionment
bill Mr. McOoid advocated the deatou plan,
which fixes the number of Representatives
from each State without regard to fractions.

of mind to crouch up ag&iust the walls of th«
tunnel a couple of feet outoido the track, and
in
uiKoulation or deliberate fraud and again urge’s
thus made their escape, but rive of their oomGeorge Robinson, whose matrimonialovertures the passage of a severe national bankrupt law.
panions were struck by the locomotives, hurled
the poor girl had rejected. The murderer then
.....JesseBarber, colored, was hanged at
forward on the tracks and their bodies then
took his own life.
Winnsboro, 8. C.. for tho murder of
torn and mutilatedby the wheels of the cars.
Albert Wilde, an architect, once* a Mack Perry last July. Qairino Gaitou,a Mex- General sentiment seemed to favor provision Two of the poor fellows had their heads sevican, graced a gallowsat Brownaville/Teia*.
ered from their bodies, and arms and legs were
wealthycitizen of Cleveland, of late imprisoned and died
for 819 members, which will divide the gain
’
scattered for fifty yards along the tracks.
COMPOUND.
eqnaUy between tlio politicalparties. A bill was
as a vagrant at Kansas City, hanged himself in
In order to extend her profitable con- introducedto retire M. C. Meigs
Meins vwith the rank
Is a Positive Cure
his cell.... A Deputy Sheriff’s posse at Albuof Major General
Blaine and Arthur,
for ell tkoee PrfafWl Coa»Ulata u4 W«
querque,New Mexico,attacked a gang of high- cert tear, Miss Clara Louise Kellogg has post.
f—mmum te ear beat fcnale popaUUeH.
way robbers, three in number, and killed them poned for some weeks her marriage to a PhilaThe measure for placing Gen. Grant on th«
A Washington telegram says : A friend
It win core entirely the wont form of female Com*
delphiabroker....
uiu*cr....ine
The Globe
G1 ‘ foundry in Lonall One of the Sheriff'sparty was killed and uwpum
retired list came np in the Senate on the 10th, of the President said to-day that it alplaint*,aU orarUa trouble*, Inflammation and Ulcer*
two others seriously wounded.
don, Ont, burned, involving$75,000 Itoss.
tlon. railingand Diaplaoemanta,
and the coneequent
but was laid over because Mr. Logan was ab- ways took two panics to make a quarforeign.
Spinel Weakneee, and la particularly
adapted to the
THE SOUTH.
sent. Mr. Maxey urged the enlargement of the rel, and that Mr. Blaino would not have
Change of life.
Chinese advices, considerablyover- Mexican-war list, and Mr. Bock expressed his
It win dlMolre and expel tumor* from the utenuln
A prize-eightbetween John L. Sulli- due, received via San Francisco, report that on willingness to aid needy and deserving veterans, very much success in keeping himselfprominent before tho country on tho issue made
an early etafftof developmentThe tendencylo canbut
not
to
others.
In
the
House
Mr.
van, of Boston,and Paddy Ryan, of Albany,
July 10 an earthquake, followedby a heavy
with the President, because tho Presidentdoe*
rerous humor* there la checked rery speedily by It* ua*.
Guenther reported a resolutionof inquiry not intend to take any further notice of the
for the championship of the United states and
It remove* falntnem, flatulency, destroy* aUenvlnc
rain-storm, destroyed many human lives, live
as to the practicabilityof lowering the matter. In other words, tho administration
18,500 a side, was fought at Misriisippi City, stock and property in the Khannow district.
for stimulant*, and relieve* weaknea* of the stomach.
.
dam constructedfor the improvementof the people propose to allow Mr. Blaine to go ahead
It cure* Bloating,Headaches, Nervous Prostration,
Miss, (sixty-fivemiles irom Now Orleans).SnlAt tho reassemblingof Parliament the Fox and Wisconsin rivers. The House went
and say aud do what he pleases, and have it
General Lability, Sleeplemness,Depressionand Indihvan won the victorv after nine rounds, fought Queen’s sooech was read by Lord Selinto committeeof the whole on tho private
all his own wav for & time. On tho other hand
gestion.
in eleven minutes. Ityau had his jaw and uoso
borne. Her Majesty announced appro
calendarand took np and passed the bill au- Mr. Blaine’sfriends claim that thev will bo
That feeling of bearingdown, causing pain, weight
broken, and was otherwise severelyinjured. of the contract of marriagebetween Prince
thorizing the President to appoint to a Cudable to make such a showing to the country in
and backache,la always permanently cured by Its us*.
The brutal spectacle was enjoyed bv about 1,100 Leopold and the Princess Helena of Waldeck :
tomey in the army T. D. Kirby, who was casha short time that silence upon tho part of ’the
It will at all time* and under all clraunstanoa*
act la
persons, including some municipal officers of spoke of the cordialrelations subsistingbeiered for draiikcnnoaswhen a brevet Brigadier administration will suit them only too wellj
harmony with (he law* that govern the female system.
Chicago and New Orleans. Immense sums of tween England and all tho powers; referred to
General.
The
Secretary of the Treasury
Tor the cure of Kidney Complaint* of «4tber a*x this
money were staked on the contest.
the Egyptian question m a way showing that
submitted a report showing that twenty-nino
Compound is unxorpajoed.
Maj. D. W. Washburn, n prominent the Joint conventionwith France to ex- employes of the Internal Revenue Department
The touchstone by which men try ua
LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S VEGETABLE COMercise
protectorate over the affairs
had been killed and fifty wounded while enPOUND is prepared at 83 and S» Western Arenas,
railroadman, together with a Mr. Stoll, his of Egypt will be adhered to; and
is most often their own vanity.
forcing tho laws against ’moonshiners.Both
Iynn,Mare. Price |L Six bottles for |5. Sent by mall
wife and little boy and two negroes, were spoke hopefully regardingthe prospect of conIn the form of puis, alee In the form of losragea, on
houses ad Jotirned to Monday, 13th. At a caucluding
a
satisfactory
commercial
treaty
with
riding npon a hand-car, near Waco, Texas,
cus of Republican Senators, held after adreceipt of price, $1 per box for either.Mr*. Plnkham
when they were rim down by a freight train France, of tho trade of the country,and the journment,it was determined to resist any
MARKETS.
freely answers all letters of Inquiry. Bend for pamphand all of the party, with the exception of improved outlook for the agricultural classes, motion to bring np Harris’ resolutionfor the
let Addrea a* above. Mention Ms Paper,
NEW YORK.
the negroes, crushed to death. Maj. Washburn and of the success which has attended tho
appointmentof N<
Neil
" Brown as acting Chief
policy
of
the
Government
in
respect
of
Irish
, No family should be withoutLYDIA K PINXHAM1
was Chief Engineer of the Pacific ImproveClerk of the Senate.
S*™ ............................
.. 25 (812 25
affairs.
LIVER PILIA They cure constipation,^Vnum
ment Company,the International Const ruction
“°<,H ..............................
6
25
@
7
15
A bill for the sale of the Miami lands in Kan- Cotton .......................... 11V<A 12
and torpidity ef the liver.8 cents per box.
Company and the Mexican ConstructionComA further installment of details has
J9* Said by all Drngglatn. -®o
pany. He was, in short, at the head of the
sas was passed by the Senate on Feb. 13th, tlobb — Superfine ............ ..... 4 30 <8 4 76
been received regardingtho ernise of the JeanWhkat— No. 1 White ...............i 3.5 (8 1 38
construction department of the Gould system
and a measure was introducedfor the disposiNo. 2 Red ................1 39 (8 1 41
nette in the Polar sea. Tho vessel drifted for
in the Southwest.Ho was about 37 years old
Corn— Ungraded .................. 66 (8 69
and held the highest position in his line of twenty-one months along with her prison of tion of the Fort Lamed reservation in Kansas. Oaib— Mixed Weetern .............47
49
servicein the world. Hlo was from Elmira, ice, which at last closod in and crashed her The bill for the relief of Samson Goliath, Pork-Mom .......................
.. oq (ais 26
which involves the right of Congress to remit
N. Y.
bull like an egg-shell The average winter temthe sentence of a court-martial, was recomMormon missionariesare actively at peraturewas 33 degrees below zero, and tho nutted at the request of Mr. Logan. Bezvks— Choice Graded Steen....6 00 @ 7 00* of those who ret watches are publishedesch week. It
1* the Best Boys’ Paper In the World. Send 5 cent* for
Cows and Helfera. ........ 3 00 C4 4 40
work in Union county, Tennessee,where they coldest weather noted was 58 degrees below Mr. Ingalls introduced an act to adjust
a sample copy to
zero.
Medium to Fair .......... 6 00 @ 5 4G
tho claims of the confederated Peoria
have succeededin securing a number of netrro
CHAMPION PUBLINHINO OO.,
Hoos
..........................
4
90
converts.
1D4 William HU, New York City.
Mb. Gladstone stated in the House Indians of Kansas, and Mr. Hill a Flour— Fancy Whit* Winter Ex.” 7 00 @ 7 35
@ 7 25
bill
provide suitable agricultural
On the Louisville Short Line railroad of Commons that tho reductionin rentals nude lands for the Southern Utes. Mr. Ve4 made a
Good to Choice Spring Ex.. 6 25 @ 7 00
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CHICAGO.

to

a freight train was thrown from the track, killing the engineer

—

A colored member of the

Virginia legislature startled that body by the
introductionof a bill designed to prevent white
men from Laving mulatto mistresses, the penalty being the recognition of children as
heirs-at-law.

Geobob Allen,

cashier of the Savan-

nah, Florida and Western road,

is

$6,000 short

Land Commissioners had been an averof 23 per cent He said tho Land League

by tho
age

had been confronted,and there had been every
indication that it had been defeated.

Earl Granville,
Foreign Affairs, in

a

British Minister of

dispatchto Minister West,

at Washington, takes the

ground

that a

water

way which shall connect the Atlantic and Pacific oceans is a matter that concerns not only

in his accounts,and has disappeared.... An the L nited States but the entire civilizedworld.
opinionof the TennesseeSupreme Court de- He is in favor of a conventionof the maritime
clares invalid and unconstitutional
the act of nations, aud would gladly see the United States
April 1881 ! to compromise the bonded indebt- take the initiatorysteps toward calling such a
edness of Tenneeseeatpar and 3 per cent convent ion. Great Britain will indorse the action of that body, provided that it does notinInterest, the coupon* receivable for taxes.
torfere with the Clayton-Bulwertreaty. . .Ber
thold Auerbach, the celebrated German novelist, is dead.
.

POLITICAL.

A conference of between thirty and
forty DemocraticCongressmenwas held at

Washington last week. The chief object of

head

mihsion b>U as reported from the Ways and

@

(4

War

and other informationin regard to encroachments upon the harbor of Chicago.A resolution was adopted calling for facts concerning
tho perilsof American missionarim in Persia.
Mr. Young introduceda bill to create the office
of Mining Commissioner, with a salary of
14,000. Mr. Herndon proposeda constitutional amendmentlimiting the number of
members of the House to 825. The Supplemental Census bill was passed. For two and
a half hours the clinks were kept busy read-

MILWAUKEE.

@

28
10
67
41
87
00
42
20
25
11)4

Wheat— No. 2 ....................1 27 @ 1 28
Cohn— No. 2. ...................... 67
68
Oat«-No. 2 ........................39
40
Rye— No. ........................ 87
88
Bablet— No.2. .................... 91
92
Pore— Mete ......................
is 00 (818 25
Lard ..........................h
11)4
ST. LOUIS.

$
@
@
@
@

1

Wheat— No.

2 Red ................1 85

<4 1 36
57
45
89
50

@

Corn— Mixed ...................... &6
Oata-No. 1 ....................... 43 (8
*«••••. ...........................88 (A
Pork— Mom. .......................
jg 25 @18

ing bills. Among them were measures to
Officil statisticsshow that in 1881 prohibit polygamists irom voting or holding Laud ...................... u (8 11*
office in the Territories,for a ship canal from
Cincinnati!"
there were 17,341 persons evictedin Ireland.
......................... X 34 @ 1 35l
Lake Pontchartrainto the Mississiopl to re- JHKAT
Cohn
.....................
go
Hie number of ejectment decrcsafor non-pay- duce the whisky tax to 50 cents per gallon, to
63
..........................
47
rent U21, representingarrears of aid in erectingmonuments on lUrvoTutionnry BVE ................................48
94

tho meeting was to discuss informallv a plan of
action regardingthe coming tariff contest in tho
House. Those who were present are known as
llv‘,nig®ot
th“ *140
“ tariff refonnerc.” After a free Interchange
of views, it was determined to make a resolute
The revolt in Herzegovina is increasopposition to the passageofthe Tariff Com- ing, and a provisional government has been es-

Means Committee.

Wheat— No. 2 Spring ..............1 25 C4 1
favorable report on the bill for a public buildNo. 3 Spring ........... ... 1 09 @ I
ing at Jefferson City, aud Mr. Harris introduced Corn-No. 2 ....................... 66 <3
a similar measuro for Chattanooga.Tne Sen- Oat*— No. 2 ....................... 40
ate in executive session, after some d:scoasiou, Rye-No. 2 ........................ gfl
Bahlet— No. 2. .................... 99 (8 1
confirmed tho anpointment of Col Rucker ns
Butter— Choice Creamery ......... 38
Quartermaster General In the Hou-e Mr. Egor— Fresh ....................... 19 (4
Davis introduced & resolution calling on Pome— Mmi .......................
ig 00 @18
the Secretory of
for corre pondence Laud..... .........................

’

0r

^

tablished..,. Disturbances among the students
caused the closing of the universityat Charkoff, Russia.

battle-fields,to abolish the national bunks, anil
to prevent the spread of infectiousdiseases
among cattle.

A Real Need.
Amusement in itself is a

Pork-Mom. .......................
.. 26
Lard

.......................jj
TOLEDO.

Whlat— No. 2
C™* .....

„
y*TS*

.....

Red ................i 34

60
..............................44

»

@
@
@ 95
(818 50
& H)4
@ 1 35
@ 61
@ 45

real need,
DETROIT.
which always makes itself felt, and in Flour— Choice, ................n 25
WASHINGTON.
Wheat— No. 1 White ............... 1 30
some wav or other is sure to get sup- Corn— Mixed ...................... C6
The House Committee on Railways
plied. It is not, as some suppose, a Oath— Mixed ....................... 46
2 00
An English mechanic has Invented a sort of superfluousluxury which should Barley (per cental) .............
and Canals held a meeting to considerthe
20
PoBK-MeM. .......................
.. 25 @18 50
Hennepin canal scheme. On its behalf Gov- horseshoe composed of three thicknesses be patiently waited for till all other deINDIANAPOLIS.
Carpenter, of Iowa, made an extended argu- of cowhide compressed into a steel mold sirable advantages are secured ; it is Wheat-No.2 Red. ................1 34 @ 1 35
Coak-Nix
2 .....................
60 (i> 60
ment showing that the proposed measure was and subjectedto a chemical preparation. rather a deep seated necessity,which,
Oats ......................
4;J
46
thoroughly national in its character. It is be- It will lastlonger than the common shoe,
EAST LIBERTY, PA.
in all circumstances,must arid will be
lieved that the committee are favorably dis- weighs only one-fourth as much, does
Cattle— Beat ..............
526 @ 6 60
satisfied,if not from fountains pure and
posed toward the measure.
..............
4 00 (4 4 50
not split the hoofs, requires no calks sweet, then from sources unwholesome
Common ................ 3 60 @ 4 00
The House Judiciary Committee on and is very elastic.
. 60 @ 7 (B
aud corrupt. The young need it more J?0<M ..............................
Ba*** .............................
. M @ 6 00
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Half HHli$a
Icrei

for Bala by the

lotiR.R. Land Co
Csdsr RspWa, Iowa.

JUST LET ME SHOW YOU’*
Dtt. FOOTE’S
HAND-BOOKOF HEALTH HINTI
AND AEADY RECIPES.
Worth S2S. Coat HS04
By the authorof

“Plain Hour Talk" and
Common Snns."

OQ

Defly
of Advice about __
and Kecipei for Cur*
ire of
valuable Book
ok _
Keferencefor every family. Only 29 eta.

1

PARKS

Habile,

3

Common Ailments; n

common

Ills, HyKlenlcCuratlveMeaiure*
Knack* Worth Knowing, hints on Bsthlns,
on Nursing the Sick, on Imergendee, together with eome of the Private Ponnnlm
of Dr. Foote, and other phyddans of high
repute, and for preparing food for InvaUda.

Afr-AGKNTB WANTED.
Murray Hill Book Publishing C*f
ID Km »n Sthxet, New Tore Cite

PENSIONS"
traded in the UA. service In line of duty. Penulonsere

Dlls

of

TMMl

P

’

OTlf*rD

lro'

countries. As 1881 was a year of “ high
DIAMONDS*
prices ” on this side of the Atlantic,
while low rates for all commodities ruled j **rodl,ct of the Coal Fields of the
Country*
in 1878, both here and abroad, the secTh«
rank
of
the
SUteg eait of the 100th meond table is very conclusive in its demon-

BUCK

,

frilly
HOLLAND Cm. MICHIGAN.

in the interest of the old families. JaHEALTH INTELLIGENCE.
cob Astor, the furrier,lived before the
Hood. So tli ip lady gave a reception, or
[From Dr. roots'* HmIUi Monthly.)
what not, and subjectedthe customary Among forty-seven thonsand dog*
schedule of invitation so a merciless but Uken to the pound of New York City
wholly judicial process of excision. during five years past, only one was
Among tlie names cut off were those of found to have hydrophobia.
all the Vanderbilts, big and little.
A fond mother wrote to an enthusias“I must draw the line somewhere,”
tic young lady who had established a
she said to a friend, “ and I shall draw
physiology class for girl: “Please do
it at the Vanderbilts. ’’—iVcui York letter
uot teach my Mary Ann any more about
to Philadelphia Prc,**.

stration that “the necessaries of life ” ridian producing bitnminoua coal in the oentui
are much cheaper in this State than in year ending June 1, 1880, wu M folloiri!
Product of Re#*
PercentEurope, and that laboring men can live
Tent
of Total
HERE AND ABROAD.
ar more comfortably here than in the A a
of Stats. of ^ouo Poundt.
Product.
Old World on the same expenditure. 1. Pennsylvania ............ 18,004,888
44.665
2- IHinoia ..................
6,080,514
, 15.107
Wage* In ThU Stale Conlranted with The tables combined show how it is that 8- OWo .................... 93-1, 853
14.718
TIiomc In Kurope— A Similar C'ompar- so many of the thrifty workingmen of 4. Maryland ...............VOlMi
5.628
6. W est Virginia. ........... iJittfiTO
Michigan
become
owners
of
their
homes,
4.447
iNon aw to the Cont off Ifounvhold
c- Indiana........ ........1,449,581
8.506
Staplew-Sliowinifthat ItlichlKan Inn and lead lives of independence, if not of 7. Iowa..
............1,442,331
GUITEAU’S PRESENTS.
8.678
l.and of (iiood WatfOM and Cheap I.iv- ease, while “low wages and dear food 8. Ron lucky ............... 83S.85f
2.322
8. Kansas ...........
............763,287
1.894 The Ciirlbae Things That Harw Been
make the
iiiff.
-- laborer’scareer,
, in
... a majority, jq Missouri ........... ... 643 980
1.341
Sent to the AMa«»in*
of countries of Europe, a constantstrug- 1 u. Tennessee ............... 494,491
1.228
[Deln it Cor. Chicago Tribune.]
Tho
popular
reprobation of the assassin's
gle with absolute
j 12. A.at>auu» .............
*22,934
a 801
0.383 crime is still manifestedin different ways. The
The pamphlet upon “Michigan and
While the figures for Michigan used | u. S&.'.V.V.V.
100000
0.250
40,’620
0.100 common mode of expressingtho feeling against
Its Resources,” recently published by m this articlehavb been confinedto the 1 15- Virginia .................
0.036 the assassin, says a correspondent,is to send a
Lower Peninsula, the statements just |
................ 14,778
the Commissioner of Immigration, Fred200
made are equally true of the Upper. The is! North Carolin'a.'.'.V
rope suggestively noosed. Those ropes began
250
erick Morley, gives two tables of statis- cost of living is greater in the Lake SuT ,
to come by expressand mail before tho trial,
100.00
tics showing the value of labor and cost perior region than in this part of the! Th“ .....
and are stillcoming in. They have been sent to
fe1™?1™?1*.
of living in the State in 1881. They State; but the rates of wages there are I „0l
the District Attorney, to Mr. Bcoville, to the
pro^rortionatejyjiigher,
and
the
one
conj Uid-theei^t hiding'
Warden of the jail, and to the assassin himself.
are based upon reports furnished by
clition onsets the other. There is no de- twentieths of the entire product
A
little room at the Jail is strown with rojies
“intelligent and, reputable citizens”of
veloped district in Michigan that does I Ti)0 productionof coal in the United Statea
received
from various parts of tho country.
Adrian, Alpera, Battle Creek, Big RapSome of them are ropes such as are generally
ids, Cheboygan, Detroit, Flint, Grand wages
wlefn1,
and "I
cheaper living (of thebetto
same MtuminoJ,.
“ ,ouowa
used in executions, with tho conventional
Rapids, Jackson, Lansing, Manistee, quality) than ho can find in anv of the : Appalachian Arid .........................
29,642.240 hangman’s noose skillfullymade. Many other
Muskegon, Port Austin, Saginaw and
little reminders of the fate that awaits him
principalcountriesof Europe.
1 5£h^£iInfiflilImn<>1’',
lndl‘na’ tt0^ ...... “’JJJ/101
come in tho mail to the assassin, but tho WarEast Saginaw, and Traverse City. The
Triaaaio fluid (Virginia and 'North Caro! 100,800 den. as a rale, keeps them from his eyes.
figures given thus representabout every

ular

j»i«-
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-want.”
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]

.
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|

,

.
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important district in the Lower Peninsula of Michigan. The first table shows
the average rate of wages paid during
1881 for the principal kinds of labor employed, and the second gives the average retail prices in that year of the
staple articles of household consumption. These statistics, as compiled by

A PROSPEROUS STATE.

^

•

lina.

Auditor General Latimer has issued
the advance sheets of his annual report
for the fiscal year ending Sept. 30, 1881

:

!

Balance in the treasury on that day,

the Commissioner,bear

intrinsic evi- 811,794.302.07; bonded debt of the
dence of general accuracy, and the pro- State, 8904,149.97, due and payable Jan.
duct obtained by averaging them may 1, 1883, and May 1, 188), for the paybe fairly taken as the average in each ment of which 8889,000 is sot aside aiid
case for 1881 of the Lower Peninsula.
pledged for the payment of said bonds.

j

,

:

|

|

;

;

;

;

Professor Lewis, o! Stevens Instimade four hundred analyses of
food and drugs, and found that in all
cases of adulteratibn, excepting one, no
poisonous material was employed. In
one specimen pf , pickles copper was
'
1 **
tute, has

found.

’

'

Da. Hewlitt, of Lake Superior, behoves that diphtheriawas brought into
his family by tho house cat. It died of
some affection of the throat and glands
of the neok, and violent diphtheria then
attackedtwo of his children and caused

field

Anthracite.

b

’

of

A

who

In one

nurse was mode drowsy by it and finally
little heap
switches whs put into a profound stupor resembling
sent to the scoundrel from Florida. A citizen that of opium.
Grand total coal productionof the
\>
of Osceola, Iowa, in order to testifyto his feelUnited Statea for tho year ending
Dr. Emmet recommends the fat pork,
ing in a unique way, invested *0.50 in a pair of
,J.T,
• -71.007,576
Grand total ol hands employed In oeal minwhite kids and a flue white satin tie, the tips of properly prepared, as an excellent subl,Jg .....................................
170 585
which ho dyed blood red. Ho sent these stitute for cod-liver oil. We should ourThe production of coal in England was in with a requestthat they bo worn bv the culprit selves prefer the cod-liver oil, hat, when
1855 64,061,401 tons, and iu 1877 it was 136,179,- on tho scaffold,the red marks to testifythe inthey can bo digested,flaxseeds carried
968 tons, and in 1880 it was 146,818,122 tons. nocent blood of his victim. They now torm a
in
the pocket and eaten raw afford a
'I he English ton is 2,240 pounds. The numpart of the DistrictAttorney's museum.
ber of collieries iu 1880 was, in England, 8 880
From Ohio came the little wooden box, large amount of fatty substance.
and iu the United mates 3,264. The produo' opened on one side. It contaihod a miniature
A suggestion for hoarseness worthy
tton of English coal is iu the proportionof 100 scaffold, on which a paper imago of & man was
tons for every forty-fivetons mined in Ameri- “*uKin8> while a score of paper women were of trial is the use of common horse-radca, which shows the enormous steam-power hauling on the ropo. They were, accordingto dish prepared in sugar— one part, to •
and iron-smeltingin the little island of Great tho inscription on the box, “the women of nine parts of sugar. A little of this
Britain.
Ohio.”
mixture in the mouth, swallowed slowly,
The area of tho coal fields of tho United
Among other curiosities saved by tho Dis- rives relief.The remedy (horse-raddish)
States is estimated by the Census Bureau as
trict Attorney is a miniature scaffoldand cofis not a new one, but, to ua, the sugar
follows:
fin, very neatly constructed, and a gallows-tree,
AMTQBACITE.
way
of using it seems to be a new and
with an effigy six or seven inches long suspended upon it. There is also a little coffin, gcxxl one.
Count™,
the open lid of which exposes a death's head.
Pen uayl vania ................................
The St Louis Miller, the Scientific
The coffin is inscribed" Mrangulatuapm American, and the MassachusettsEclecBITUMINOUS.
Total anthracite.

Corkbill’sprivate office is

28,646,985

of

ropes.

^

1

S

NovK^.^.r^.r::
...

!—

:

All fields wost of tho

In response, to a circularissued in The current expenses of the different
April, 1878 the State Department at State institutions were as follows : Ann
Washingtonreceived frotn the Consular Arbor University,8104,039.37 ; State
officers of the United States iu Great Normal School, 824,435.20 ; AgricultBritain, France, Germany, Belgium, ural College, $52,256.77 ; State Public
Italy, Spain and Denmark a series of School, $37,906.18; Deaf, Dumb and
elaborate reports on the condition at that Blind Institute, $46,915.70; School for
time of the laboring classes in those the Blind, 811,010.86; Kalamazoo Asycountries. Those documents were trans- lum for the Insane, $138,419.29; Pontiac
mitted by the department to the House Asylum for the Insane, $101,989.71
of Representatives on May 17, 1879, Reform School for Boys, $50,171.82
and Seoretary Evarts added to them a Reform School for Girls, $2,587.78
letter carefully summing up and analyz- State House of Correction,$54,052.47
scatteredover .................
12 302
ing the resuits of this inquiry. The Jackson State prison, $95,905.45. Spe- Pennsylvania,
Oh lo, scatteredover ....................
o’dOO
whole was subsequently published, by cific taxes received during the year from Illinois, scattered over ...........
SCBtH)
order of Congress, iu a volume of over railroads amounted to $022,133.62 ; from Maryland, scatteredover ..........
West Virginia,scatteredover ..........
1C 000
400 pages, bearing thp title of “ State insurance companies, $80,094.71; ex- Iowa, scatteredover .....................
‘ " jg’ooo
of Labor in Enrope: 1878.” Its pages press companies, $1,628.94; telegraph Indiana, scatteredover .............. .!!!.*.!'Ium
Missouri,scatteredover ...............
oc’sht
supply the moans of comparing the rate companies,$4,067.70; mining companies, Kentucky ....................
,0’^.
of wages and cost of living iu Michigan $39,428.22. The amount of taxes paid
.................
.................................. 22 256
(Lower Peninsula) in 1881, and in the under the Liquor law was as follows :
principalcountries in Enrope in 1878. Manufacturers,$9,041.25 ; wholesale
;;;;;;;
In the following tables the statistics dealers, $17,923.10; retail dealers, MicMgan .............................
Nebraska..................
gathered by the Michigan Commissioner $460,599.54.
Rhode Island .................. 7.'
500
of Immigration and the national DepartThe Auditor General makes an ex........................
•*••••777 12,000
.......................................
20,000
ment of State, so far as they relate to haustivereport on the present mode of
the same trades or articles,are grouped of paying the expenses for supporting
together, after having been reduced to a indigent insane persons, showing the
...... 215'S
Great Rrltain ...............
..... ii’oon
common bisis
injustice inflictedin some sections,
............................
.77777
KATEH OF WAGF.H.
which had to bear an exorbitant proporPrussia ............. .............
tion of such expenses. Ho also reports
I ?;3icS;a«Ss»S t- tAustria ............... 7.777777 ........ i’toO
Scyfrut.,...
•#i”‘ 'm
that the accommodationsfor these un- Belgium ................................
fortunates are too limited, and that many Chili, Austria,India, China, etc ......... 28 000
: : : : : S
Percentageof U10 United States to the total
Ireland ....... I —
who are unable to obtain admission are area,
; • .- ; : u76.21.
suffering for want of proper treatment.
1 sgasssasm s ?
DOCTOR BILLS.
|

If wb were provided with a sense of
smell as aoute as many animals posaess,
it would probably be a great aid in diagnosis, for there are some diseases that
are accompaniedby a definite odor, and
possibly all are, to some extent

46,246
Cheap comic valentinoa,representingtho gal- their death.
..................
2 232' 458
lows with a dangling violim, are also sent to
lOOlh meridian ...... l|447,736
Nutmegs should be used sparingly,
tho assassin. In every nook in the District
Attorney's office can be found some testi- for they possess • narcotio propertythat
Total bituminous .....................
.. 420 531
'
’
monial
popular feeling respecting tho constitutes them a drug.
lady
Peuuaylvanla......
..... 28,640.819
assassin. Many of tho things receivedhave was induced to take nutmeg tea by her
Rhode Island ......
..... 6,106
been destroyed.
corner of Mr.
Iowa and Kansan

All Inhibit of lh<! Finnnciul Condition of .tlicliigaii.

•

•

......

J?'

i

her insides. It will never do her no
good, audit’s rude.”

-

S

diabolo,

A

a

bundle of

1882." *

*

All sorts ot pictures, cartoons and letters
have been received and destroyed. During tho
early part of tho i rial a groat many gags of

various patterns,tho common form being a
corncob with strings tied at each end, were received, with a request that they bo applied to
the prisoner. Borne of these have been preserved. In tho same connection may be mentioned variouspots of glue and mucilage,sent
with the suggestionthat the villain’s month bo
Kluod up. Many patent-medicinefirms, doubtless witn an eye to an advertisement,sent
the District Attorney samples of their wares,
proposingthat he dose liimself with the mixtures so that his health should not fail him until
he had convicted the prisoner.
Tho District Attorneyhas also received a
largo amount of Confederate money to be
turned over to tho prisoner. Guo imposing
testimonial letter, signed “ Citizens,” conumed
one copper penny to bo given to Mr. Bcoville
to aid in the defense. A letter received from
New Waterford. Conn., from a rope-maker,
proposed to make for the aesassina red, white
and blue rope out of xilk or any other material
the District Attorneymight Bcloct. One of the
most ghastly curiosities in the museum is a
Mack cap sent by an unknown friend of Jus-

tic

Medical Journal endorse onions as'

an excellent food for colds settled upon
the lungs. An extract can be made by

boiling down the juice of onions to a
syrup, that can be taken as a medicine,
but eating freely of well-cooked onions
is a good way to obtain their medical
effect.

The

habit of

chewing gum, common

among

children, is objectionablebe-

cause

tends to separate the

it

gums from

the base of the teeth and exposes the
sensitive portions of the teeth to the
air, makes thd teeth prone to decay and,

furthermore,induces an unnatural flow
of the salivalfluids as
chewing tobacco.

does

and

A writer in the Nineteenth Century ’
says that contagion consists of minute
solid particles and not gaseous disseminations. If this is true wo can readily
understand that a person who breathes
Eruiland .....
only through his nose will be much less
Health in Michlfan*
likely to catch a contagious disease in a
How the CongrewilonalCommittee tice.
Reporte
to the State Board of Health,
A letter that c&mo from Chicago suggested sick-roomthan would a mouth-breather.
TsSS
:5SS :
Will
It enumerate Barfield’s SurSpain ........
as the proper mode of execution that the asLansing, by fifty-fiveobservers of disgeons and Attendants.
Free ventilation, perfect cleanliness and
sassin be fastened to a rope 300 feet long, the
1
;l
eases in differentparts of the State, show
The time in which bill* ooukl bo filed with other end being attached to a balloon, which frequent changes of clothes afford the
1 eSESSSSSB 3 si
Italy .........
would give him a veritable " flight to glory."
best means of removing the contagious
causes of sickness during the week end- the Committee on Accounts of Garfield’s lUness
1
i fl
The demon, according to Warden Crocker,
particlesgiven off by sick persons.
expired on the 10th inst. A Washington teleing Feb. 4, 1882, os follows
has become as docile as a Iamb : doeen’t insist
SSS33SSSS 3 S
Any suggestionsfrom Rusflia or foriiermany .....
gram sayu : There have been all sorts of claims upon naving his own way as be did during the
ol
Xuvtber and Per presented, the- only conceivableones withheld trial, and does what he is orderedto do without eign jmrts seems to have wide circnlation
1
Cent, of ObwroS3S -.SZS'z : : 3
a murmur. He has lost much of his accustomed
whether it is valuable or not. In alFrance ......
en by Whim being those of railroads for transportation, etc., bravado,and does not become so excited when most every one of our exchanges we
Diva**
in
Order
of
Oreateet
Each
iHetaec
Woe
they
declining
to
make
any
charge
for
their
: * :
in conversation.Gen. Crocker states that he
A rea of Prevalence.
Reported.
have seen a corn remedy of a Russian
Ptt
: :
services.Tho statements made by the sur- does not believe any man under sentenceof
Denmark, .....
apothecary
quoted as follows : Salicylic
geons as to the amount of labor and death ever more fully appreciated the awful
Stnnber.\ Per Cent
situation than the condemned. He has become acid, thirty parts ; extract of cannabis
attention they gave to the case will
1 Broncbitia .................... 41
: : :
75
very much depressed in spirits, and shows it.
indicus, five parts ; collodion, 240 parts.
Belgium ......
2 Neuralgia...................
38
71
not at present bo made public, bat, He behaves with perfect decorum, and there It is to be appied by means of a camel’s
3 Rheumatism.................
•
35
64
though they make no distinctcharges, it is evi- is not a sign ot insanity in his conversationor
4 Influenza .......... .....
hair-pencil. There oan be no harm in
33
60
SSSiSSggS 3 g
dent
at Dr«. Bliss, Hamilton and Aguew do actions. Ho is denied the privilege ot seeing
5
Consumption,
of
lungs
33
Michigan .....
60
c4c4cJc4e4c4-.V«« »
trying it, but we don’t believe we should
not
expect
less than *25,000 or *30,000 each.
visitors now altogether,and this seems to
6 TonalllUH ............ ......
31
56
Mr
A member of the committee, talking witfi a
worry him.
lose mauy* dollars if we were to offer to
7 Intermittentfever.7.7777
30
55
Herald correspondentthis evening about the
8 Pneumonia ...........
28
51
pay oue dollar to every reported case of
matter, gave it as his opinion that they would
9 Remittent fever. .7.7 .......
21
38
A BOY’S LUCK.
I
f*
cure bv it.
10 Diphtheria. ........ 7.7.
20
be awarded very much less. He could only
36
The Norristown (Pa.) Herald in a recent
11 Diarrhea ........... 77777
10
29
speak for himself, but, from informal discusilfl !
a
12 Typho-malarial fever
13
24
sions of the matter among members of tho issue referred, among others, to the follow13 Typhoid fever (enterie) ......
12
22
Popular Names In New York.
committee,he was inclined to believe ing cases of special interest. They are
14 Scarletfever .................
12
22
i* ^
that
the amounts for the leading surgeons their own commentary.Mr. Samuel C.
15 Erysipelas ............ 77.7
11
20
Tho city has a variety of localities
would be from *7,000 to *10,000. Dr. Nyce resides at 308 Marshall street,and
l<5jWhooping-cough .............
9
16
g
whoso names sound strange to unfamiliai
Inflammation of bowels...
| Boynton’s services are recognized as being
6
11
holds the responsible position of journal
18 Membranoua croup ...........
6
ears, and lienee are among the peculiarvery valuable in the case, and there is a dis11
clerk in the PennsylvaniaLegislature,at
19 Puerperal fever ..............
«
11
position on the pan of a large majority Of tiM
ities of the metropolis. There is ** MackHarrisburg.
While
Mr.
Nyce
and
family
2d ('erebro-spinal
meningitis.
4
7
committee to class him with those receiving
erelville,” and also “Cowboy,” and
4
7
the greatestreward. Dra. Rayburn, Barnee were iu the country recently,his boy, aged
COST OF LIVINO.
Inflammation of brain 7 7. 7
3
5
many
other spots noted in the police
3
years,
fell
and
broke
his
leg.
He
recovand Woodward will not get so much. If the
23 Cholera morbus. ........
3
5
ered, but a very troublesome stiffness set in reports. Among the more notoriousii
24l Dysentery .........
leading
members
of
tho
staff
got
from
*7,000
3
5
••sagas
Srotland.
2s Measles ..............A .....
to *10,000, it is reasonable to infer that the ind he could scarcelyuse the leg. The in“Hell’s Kitchen,” which was brought
2
4
26lPfritonitia ...........
2
others will receive from *3,000 to *5,000 each.
jured limb was rubbed several times with before the public by the Rooney murder.
4
'i7|Ohlcken-jKix
2
4
Miss Dr. Edsou’s claim is not to be ignored, St. Jacobs Oil, and the stiffuesswas so
*
Trrland ....
“ Hell’s Kitchen ” is a series of rookeries
28| Spasmodic croup .............
2
4
:-2
and she will probablyget a sum not far from much reduced that the boy was able to nse
’2S :§3 : :2
inhabited
by a class deeply sunk is
that awarded toDrs. Barnes,. Woodward and
Beside those tabulated above, the fol- Rayburn. Steward Crump, as well as Miss his leg freely. Dr. Knipe said it was the misery, but notwithstanding poverty
lowing-named diseases were reported Edson, suffered greatly in health from his long nse of St. Jacobs Oil that cured tho stiff- they always have money for whisky.
England..
ness. Mr. Nyce himself used the Great
each by one observer: Typhoid pneumo- watch, and, in fact, expended *600 in doctor’s
German Remedy for toothachewith good Rooney oply beat bis wife to death—
bills daring his own illness in consequence :
2
nia, exuditivepharyngitis, gastritisand
effect*
and also for sprains and pains of which is so common a thing here that ii
and these facts will not be overlooked by tho
mumps.
committee
making
awards. 'Drs. rheumatic nature, and always with good hardly calls for more than passing notice.
Spain.
For the week ending Feb. 4, 1882, Barnes and Woodward were 'desirous of being effect. Mrs. Nyce also says she thinks the “Hell’s Kitchen” is no worse than
•!
:! the reports indicate that influenza, scar- promoted instead of receiving any reward of
Oil is a splendidthing, and she always 11 Murderer’sRow ” or “ Devil’s Eelpot,”
ItalV.
let fever and tonailitisconsiderablyin- money. Dr. Barnes, who ranks as Brigadier keeps it on hand.
each of which has its reoord. Then,
i\
Generalin the army, -wants to retire with the
creased, and that rheumatism and pneutoo, look at the fanciful names enjoyed
rank of Major General, and Dr. Woodward
Ocrmany...
A Heroic Physician.
monia considerably decreased in area wanted to be promoted from Major to Colonel.
by an important element in our populaof prevalence.
A tale of almost unequal ed self-sacri- tion. There are the “ Short Boys,” the
ThiainthelongrunwOnld
prove more remnner:g :g : :»
France.....
In audition to the reports by the regthan a rimpFe cash payment of *5,000. One fice comes home from the Transvaal
“Dead Rabbits,” the “Man Eaters,”
ular observers,as shown in the
tho committee will daaaify the Dr. London, of the Army Medical De- and others, who not only vote, but often
?,2S22§a :S8aa :sT7N
Belgium...
special reports
** Mr¥ded “ be<*ai®““e ot
« have
uuve been
ueeu received
receivea show!
snow- *mount*
ru-geonet0assumed
more responsibility than partment, was wounded at the Majnba control elections, and also do their share
i II
i il ing small pox present during the week
others, and were naturally called upon to un- Mountain on the day that Sir George to fill the penitentiary. ‘Hell’sKitchen”
ending Feo. 4. and since at nine other dertake more of the managementof the case. Colley was killed. The bullet struck is a richly remunerative investment to
Michigan..
places in Michigan, making thirteen in In compensatingDr. Boynton, Miss Edson, his spine and paralyzed his lower limbs.
the landlord, for -the poor always pay
*
all, as follows : On a vessel at St. Joseph, Steward Cramp and others, the committee Is Knowing he must die he called to the
<1
highest rent, and the tenements of this
influenced by the feeling of great responsibility
Berrien cotinty (one case), Feb. 2 ; in
and tho burden of care which they severally orderlies near him, and caused himself eity are immensely profitable. This class
: i :i
Park township, St Joseph county/ Feb. bore, not only because the Presidentwas to to be propped up against a boulder. of property holders claim respectability,
2 ; in Spalding, Menominee county
them an intimate friend, but .because be wu There, in the very presence of death, he and may live in elegant style, while
(fourteen new cases), Feb. 3 ; in JElkhakt the Chief Magistrateof the nation, and (b* re- with his own hand forced the morphia their wealth is wrung from the most
township, Tuscola county (one case), sults of his death might*, in -a maasnia, provo solution into the wounded arm of Cor- miserableof mankind.— -tow York Le*
disastransto tba, country. In that light the
Feb. 3 ; at Kalamazoo, Grand Rapicfe, commitiie regard them uht merely is nurses, P°ra^ Farmer, and thus, frightfully
-r
Saginaw City, Detroit (two new cases), betas ministering,iwith aelf-devotion, to the wounded, and suffering most acutely, he
the nation.
and Marshall (one case, Feb. 4; in Pert welfare of the
died. The story of this gallant devotion
if
A friend sent a man in Texas an
Huron township (eight cases), Feb. J ;
is vouched for by the best authority.
ostrich. As the mah did not know what
Drawing the Line.
in White Cloud, Newaygo county (three
The force of the contrast thus preto feed it on, he let it run. Hi a short
Ita Equal Is Unknown.
A little \thile ago one of the leading
sented does not nfeed special emphasiz- cases), near Menominee (one case), Feb.
women
of
the
Astor
family,
viewing
with
A Lowell (Mass.)) paper, so we observe, time it had devoured oyster cans, a
ing. Evdn after ample allowance has 6 ; in Kimball township, St Clair counbroken iron pump-handle, a pair of andalarm the increasing heterogeneity of cites the case of Mr.
ty (four cases), Feb. 7, 1882.
r. P. H. Short, propriebeen made for the facts, that 1878 was a
irons,
an did scythe, a small coal-oil
tor
of
the
Belmont
Hotel,
that
city,
who
Other contagiousdiseases are repott- New York society, felt it her duty to reyear of industrial and commercialdesuffered with rheumatism for seventeen stove, a rolling-pm, and a joint of stovevise
her
visiting
list.
She
took
a
firm
ed
at
places
too
numerous
to
mention
,,uu umueroaB m) mention?
pression in
in FnrnnP find that
stand against newcomers, not from any years without finding relief from any of tho pqie which stock in its throat. The
general pros
numerous remedies employed until he ap- stove set fire to the rolling»pin, and the
riwL'r, 8t twuiT?i‘T;
«1 Stales, the tint table ahowa J ‘Wenty “'^^a^egl.teen^lacea. snobbish instinct, or from any sense of plied 8t. Jacobs Oil. “I never found any neighbors seeing the smoke called out
the United
superiority
to
people
who
were
very
Bakeb,
that the wages of labor are much greater
medicine , that produced such remarkahli the firemen, who poured the water
. worthy in their way, you understand,
Secretary.
and
instantaneous effect as it did, n says Vj.
in Michigan than in the chief European
down the stove-pipe, completely drown*
Lanmno, Feb. 10, 1882.
• but simply as a measure of protection
Short.— Lyons (Iowa) Mirror.
mg the bird.
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that ‘ Mr. Frelinghuysen could not have

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
WILLIAM

done more to please Englishmenif

ROGERS, Editor.

EL

his

policy had been devised in their special
behalf.’ All this

Saturday, February 18,1882.
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but how
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extremely
Is it for

Brother Jonathan! Downing street pro-

SALUTATORY,
With

for the

At the old place

duties,

is ex*

it

such praise

at such a

time

Wdiierj,
FANCY GOODS,

safe to promise too

much and

is

it

not

own

country

have

been sacrificed.

Last year Peru sent products to the mar-

especially kets of the world worth $50,000,000.The

not under the existing circumstances.

CIGARS

Complete and well selected stock of

VALENTINES,

tonnage for English ships was nearly as

ought to be the leading and large as the cotton export of the United
States. It was the belief of Mr. Blaine
representative paper, not only of the City
that a country of such vast resources for
of Holland, but of this part of the county.
commerce and trade was worth saving as
This, we shall endeavor to make it, and to a friend to the United States, and that It

Hollajtd, Mich., Feb.

and

if

we do succeed m

a limited extent, we shall in return

-

OF-

BOOTS & SHOES
Just received

at

--

Eighth Street, Holland, Mich.

expect trade for American manufacturers and

reciprocate in

manner. This will

CALL AND SEE US.
B.HEROLB.
Holland, Mich.. Sept.

This entire stock

practical

by

a

long ceased

huysen, the Dutch tulip recently set
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--- ----- — unj, I.
.. uuuucvu. wu.v/u
Depots with all tho principal lines of road between
the Atlantic and tho Paoiflo Oceans. Its equipment Is unrivaled and m ignlflcent, being composed
of Most Com-ortablo and Beautiful Day Coaches,
Magmilcent Horton Reclining Chair Cars. Pullman’s Prettiest Palace Sleeping Care, and the Best
Liue of Dining Cars in the World. Three Trains
between Chioago and Missouri River Points. Two
Tra.ns between Chicago and Minneapolisand 8t.
Paul, via the Famous

this paper.

Reformed progenitors when they beheaded

In conclusion we desire to state that the

its present xeputation

much

allow.

because the

in jail

latter

was too

the Chicago lima very prop-

flourish in their midst, will extend to us a

it is

the

be classed

WILLIAM H. ROGERS.

must be

all set

down

foreigners.” _
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"FLUXED ENIOHT."

Dr. Marchisl’sUterine Catholicon will cure falling of the womb, Lucorrhcea, Chronic Inflammation and Ulceration of the Womb, Incidental
Hemorrhage of Flooding, Painful, Buppresseo
and Irregular Menstruation,
Kidney Complaint,
and la especiallyadapted to th. Change of Life.
Send for pamphlet free. All letters of inquiry
freely answered. Address ai above.

or detailedinformation,get the Maps and Folders of tho

generations,

GREAT ROCK ISLAND ROUTE,
your nearest Ticket Oiflee, or address
R. R.
E. ST. J vHN,
At

is fairly entitled to

_

A POSITIVE CURE FOR FEMALE 60MPIAIRT8.
This remedy will art In harmony with the Female system at all timea, and also immediate.y
upon the abdominal and uterinemuscles, and restore them to a healthyand strong condition.

at all principal Ticket Offices In
United States and Canada.

CABLE,r.
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an American; otherwise, we
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pretty generallyas

SIMIAIjXj

"POX

For Sale by

to

the present

culty between President Arthur,
late Secretary

of

State,

The U. S. Senate on Wednesdayof

diffi-

and

his

week, resumed the considerationof

as-

resolution,introducedby Senator Ingalls,

Mr. Blaine, are

more

is

a

revival

of a part of the theory, which, half a century ago, was made popular, and which
since has been known as the “ Monroe
doctrine,” or rather a feature thereof.

Mr. Blaine and his friends are said to be
crowding the issue at present, whil? the
administration does not intend to take any
more notice of the matter than

is

absolute-

ly necessary, consistent with its dignity.

The

Washington Post in

cent date

is

supposed to

country in Central or

South America where English influence is
in-

fluence of the United States. England
monopolizestheir trade, dictatestheir pol-

OF MICHIGAN: The

twelfth Judicial

8.

cause a notice of this order to be published in the
Holland Citt News, a newspaper published and
circulatingIn eaid County, and that such publication be continued thereinat least once in each
week for six weeks in succession,or that she cause
a copy of this order to be personally served on
said non-resident defendaut,at least twenty days
before the time above prescribed for his appear
anco.

south as(c,— is that they might be be-

have

been honest In their devo

tion to the confederatecause,
in their

and honest

statement that they accepted all

One of the

ward the sacrificeof

life

appropriate all her resources. He induced

commis-

sioner to protest against such a result, aud

lines

every dollar of money, every

Circuit Judge.
50

Don’t you forgot It.

declare the coufederates accept cheerfully

chor her as the fast friend of the United which gives to the soldiers of the union
States for all the future. Mr. Blaine left what has been awarded them by a gratefu

informed that she might do aa she pleased

Cures ScntalA, Erysipelas,
Blotches, Boils, Tumors, Tetter, Humors, Salt Rheum,
Scald Head, Sores, Mercurial
Diseases, Female Weakness
and Irregularities, Dizziness,
Loss ot Appetite, Juandice,
Affections oi the Liver, Indigestion, Biliousness, Dyspepsia and General Debility,

cy

fell

poll-

to praising Mr. Frelinghuysen in

terms of extravagant eulogy. The Lon-

don Tima

has gone so far as to declare

Camp

EASY CHAIRS, and a

is

at
46-2m

MEYER, BROUWER

scher E*q.

on

o’clock P. M

.,

Saturday Feb. 18th

at

AKUY&XTAVY
L

I

For

NIMEN

T

.

Man and Beait.

will pay the above reward for any case of
Rheumatism or Neuralgia we cannot care. It will
relieveany case of Diphtheriaor Croup Instantly.
Will care Tbrush and Scratches on horses, and
will remove all pains, soreness or lameness from
Ring bone. Spavin, Splint or Curb, and remove

subject for discussion ; “Is
this vicinltyi” b0tU°‘

ISAAC MARSIUE, See.

a

ARMY A NAVY LINIMENT

CO..

51 Wabash Avenne, Chicago
H.

10, 1888.

FALL AND

Walsh, Agent, Holland, Mich.

4$ ClutlJuun StM

IV.

Y.
i-iy

§

IMS’

f

WINTER.

1881.

Bonnets, Hats, Feathers,
Ladies and Childrens, Cloaks, Dolmans, Circulars, Jackets
and all kinds of cloaking, Plush Velvet, Satin Silk
Crape, Fancy Ribbons, Plush, Satin, Moireantique,

Worsted Goods, Jackets, Hoods, Scarfs,.
Fur Trimmings,Muffs and Colors.
Silk

& Satins in all desirable Colors. Crape, Gloves, Hosiery, Germantown Yarn, Canvas, Embroidery Silk and Hair Goods.

any unnaturalgrowth of bone or muscles from
man or beast. See circulars. Price one dollar per

Peach culture profitablein

Holland, Feb.

& CO.,

LOST MANHOOD RESTORED.
A viotim of youthful imprudencecausing Pre main re Decay, Nervous Debility,Lost Manhood, etc.,
having tried in vain every known wedy, baa dtacovered a simple aelf cure, which he will sendFRn
to hie feDow-sufferera,
addreea J. H. REEVEC*,

River Street.

,16!

REWARD.

We

An adjourned meeting of the Holism

general line of

FOSTER, MILBU1N k CO, frap’l.BnftS S.Y

825.00

STAm SCO VERY!

Chairs, Parlor Suits,

1881.

Fannen’ ana FruitgrowerAnooUtioa.

with her prostrate and bleeding victim, Colony Farmer's and Fruitgrowers Associawhereupon the English papers that had tion will be held at the office of A. Vis-

---

Pimples and Face Gmos,

the department of State; Mr. Frelinghuy. country.”
practically

A^Wateh**. StwawtadwitlM. WhlUm*UlHontln»C*a»
Imitationtold U. Solid coldlll ChMMSUndbM'
# for jaw owb or apacaUtWaPunw— -

POll.

UFAaloftMffoa. *"*-

the result which leaves to them only the

conceding consciousness of honest motives, only the
history of unqualified heroism; and they
to Chili a proper war indemnity,to save
the national existence of Peru, and an- accept at the same time the further result

sen came in; Mr. TrescoU’s instructions

Young Men snd Women will not only rave money but valuable time in the future by attending the
Grand Rapids BuMneas College, where they will
receive a Thorough,Quickening,Practical educ*.tlon. Send for College Journal.

That the beat and cheapest place to buy
your

the presence of victors and vanquished,1

to use all our influence,while

been denouncing Mr. Blaine and hit

si

ACCEPT HO IMITATIOE OB SUBSTITUTE. If ht>
has not got it, send to us and we will forward
immediately. Price, 75 centsper bottle.
F. i. CHENEY A CO.. Toledo. Ohio.

and limb for the

that Chili, with England behind her, acre of land, until their just demands had
should not be allowed to despoil Peru aud been satisfied. Standing here t>d«y, in

were revoked, and Chill waa

83-flm

inevitable evidences and

the union arms

Secretary Blaine union

a friendly

1882.

DAN
ARNOLD,
Parks.
Complainant.
7w

Solicitorfor

legitimate consequences of the success of

commercial relations with the United nation’slife would deserve to be stricken
Slates. Peru was very friendly to us, and from the map of Christendom.He (Mr.
had every cause iu the world to distrust Vest) had been a member of the confederand hate England. Chill, on the other ate senate, and if, in the providence of
hand is but the commercial agent of Eng- God, his cause had succeeded, he would
land, and, with the aid of English iron- have voted to the survivors of those
clads commanded by a British born ad- gallent brigades whose tattered gray was
miral, das conquered Peru. It was the burled by Lee aud Jackson against the

send

25,

Assignee,

J.

Wn. H.

the legitimate consequences of its defeat.

be brought into closer alliance and better

to

WYNNE,

HALL’S

SELVIO,

sions and bounty to the

the president

Holland, Jan.

Complainant,

was the payment of pen
men whose valor
in prestige and power among these counand
heroism
gave
victory
to the union
tries. It was the aim of Secretary Blaine
cause.
A
people who would not thus reto see if our nearest neighbors could not
icy, and from year to year grows steadily

opeuly-avowed opinion of

B. T.

Circuit In Chancery.

Bromo-ChloralumHENRY

number of re- out qualification, evasion, or limitation.
have proscribed All he had ever asked,— all the people of

not to-day far more potent than the

OFFICE.

MARY ANN 8ELVIG,

a

matter.
a

-

50-5w

lieved to

not

OPPOSITE POST

MEENO-S.

$100

the

is

for almost nothing.

New

the following as the Blaine side of the

“There

Articles

Defendant.
Suit pending In the Circuit Court for the county
Used In Hospitals of New York, Boston, of Ottawa, in chanceryat Grand Haven on the
those who participated in the debate was
Ninth day of January. A. D. 1882. In this cause
Philadelphia, Baltimore,Washington,
It appearing by affidavit on file that the defendant
Senator Vest, of Missouri. In a brief,
Chicago,
Orleans, and
Henry S. Belvig is not a resident of this State, but
but pointed speech he said “ he had been
resides within the United States,to-wlt : in the
other Cities.
State of Ohio. On motion of Wm. 11. Parks, sola confederate honestly and earnestly,with
icitor for said complainant, It is ordered that the
Patients should be spongedwith It, according to
said defendant cause his appearanceto be entered It Recommended by Phyldansf
his whole soul devoted to the success of
landed
Phyl*
directions,several times a day. The vlrns of the herein within four mouths and four days from the
that cause which surrenderedat Appomat- disease is by this means neutralized, and contag- date of this order, and in case of his appearance
cause his answer to the complainant's bill of
tox. He mentioned to day this piece of ion is prevented;pit marks are also prevented. he
complaintto be filed, and a copy thereof to bo
We mannfastnreand tell it witha positive
served on said complainant'ssolicitor,within
personal history only that he might state
Sold by all Druggists.Send for a phamphlet.
guarantee that It will pure any
twenty days after service on him of a copy of said
case, and we will forfeit the above amount
in the most emphatic manner, and in this
bill and notice of this order, and that in default
uitiaiia in a single Instance,
thereof said bill to be taken as confessed by said
Bromo Chemical Company,
place, that he had accepted the full and
i unlike &ny Other Catarrhremedy, as
non-resident defendant. And it Is further ordered
34 Liberty Street.New York City.
that within twenty days ihe said complainant
legitimate results of that surrender with

is not entirely new or original on the part

of the late Secretary. It

D

the

suming greater proportions, as the contro- of Iowa, declaring that the pension arrears
versy is drawn out. The subject matter law ought nil to be repealed. Among

your chance to obtain

Order of Publication.

by the use of

last

03, "R.

is

Useful
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PREVENTED AND CURED

Pension.

Now

Dr. Marchlal’aUterine Catholicon. Take no other,

OTATE
The cauaw leading
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UTERINE CATHOUCON,
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Baggage checkedthroughand rates of fare always as low as competitors thst offer less advan-

rather late in the day to be assigning

Amount of support and patronage. him to Holland. He
We remain youra truly,

many
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1

Discoverer of DR.

TTio*etaforsale

some

the Revolutionon the right side and have

been Jersey men for

UTICA. N.

Direct Lino, via Seneca and Kankahas recently been opened between Richmond,
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of Frelinghuysen’s
ancestors ‘fought into’

ing to see an American paper prosper and

DR. J. B. MARCHISI,

____ tapoliu
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, — - ----- oils and 8t. Paul and tnternn-diitupoints.
All Through Passengers Travel on Fast Express

,

that each and every one desir-

Leave Town.

"ALBERT LEA ROUTE."
r.

of an authority in internationallaw.”

erly excepts, saying: “Inasmuch as

because we are going to

New and

A
kee,

To which

maintained and extended, as fast as our
means and abilitywill

v

Barneveldt,and put Grotius (Hugo De

Job Office connected with the News, will Groot)

-

Minneapolisand St. Paul.

down

trust that this

OUR

closed

kind

growth may manifest servatory,never heard of Mr. Monroe or
his doctrine, and knows no other doctrine
Itself favorablethrough the columns of
but that of election,taught by his Dutch

fair

now be

COST PRICE

CHICAGO, ROCK ISLAND & PACIFIC R’Y
Calls the attentionof travelersto the central position of Its line, connecting the East and the West

no fault also comes to the relief of Mr. Blaine, but
in a different strain, and writes to his

is

to be a stranger,we intend to grow older, in his flower pot in the white house con-

Hoping

will

out below

“Gath,” the famous Washingtonnews-

paper the Cincinnati Enquirer'.’“Freling-

among whom we have

be pushed, and

Assignee Sale

1880.

not like the present Secretaryof State,

of ours. If properly sustained

end we

1,

the bidding of John Bull! ”

News.

are young in years. This

public,

Ann 8t,Ncw York. N.Y.; Post-Officebox, 450.

enable ub at an early paper correspondent,who apparently does

period, to enlarge the

We

a

’Restored!

self-indulgenceor sexual extravagance, Ac.
The celebrated author, In this admirable Essay,
clearlydemonstrates, from a thirty years’ successful practice,that the alarming conscaaencesof
self-abuse msy be radically cared; pointingout
a mode of cure at once simple, certain and effectual, by means of which every sufferer,no matter
what his conditionmay be. may cure himself
cheaply, privately,and radically.

41
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man who hauled down the American
to be otherwise, judging of course, from flag; but what punishment is commensur
the very partial manner in which official ate with crime— a crime still, even if a
blunder— of hauling down the American
patronageis often assigned.
flag from a hundred American vessels at
by us, should

How

Sent under seal, in a plain envelope, to any adA Complete assortmentof Children’s and Infants' dress on receiptof six cents or two postage stamps.
Address
shoes for fall and winter, and a full lino of
Ladies' and Gentlemen’sWear.
The OulverwellXe&loal Co.,

decidedly unprofltable any

Local interest, when properly recognized

Lost.

1ST This Lecture should be In the bands of
every youth and every man In the land.

its

that Gen. Dix declared should be done to

it
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Spermatorrhoeaor Seminal Weakness, Involuntary Seminal Losses, Impotoncy,Mental and Physical Incapacity, Impediments to Marriage, etc ;
also, Consumption,Epilepsyand Fits, induced by

HEROLD,

E.

moral and material support.

or party, deeming

How
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American merchants; but Mr. FrelingWe cannot please all and do not expect huysen has ordered that no contest shall
be made, and that the American flag bo
to.
hauled down in the waters of the South
Politicallythe News will not be an orPacific. We can all recall what it was
gan of any one man, set, clique, faction

a liberal,

stock:
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power to secure its friendship,to
secure a good share of its freights for
American ships, and a large amount of
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that end we shall labor. The impedi- ought not to be turned over as a commerments and peculiar obstacles to be sur- cial dependency of Great Britain. It was
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Clothing, at the

Kanters.

An entire new stock of

American
peeled that we will give to the public, an interests and the surrender of American
outline of the future course, which we in- prestige. It is praise that no American
statesman can aflord to receive, and is
tend to pursue with this paper.
prima fade evidence that the interests of
If not from experience, then from ob*
have

The entire stock of Boots and Shoes, also Men’s, Youths and Boys

praise of English statesmen and of English papers, but

seivation, we

of L. T.

Holland City indorse It. He of course secures the

as its editor and publisher.

In assuming our new
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promotion

of British interestsin South America,and
we have the pleasure of Mr. Frelinghuysen ‘ bobs up sercenly ’ to

this iwue,

greeting the readers of the
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claims a foreign policy
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a severe biliousstuck.

year than ever be- 1888, a daughter to Mr. and Mrs. H.
der Haar.
reconcile the useful

We

Mr. G. Rankans, our

enterprising

ast, with sixteen horses.

first-class pianos this

week.

first

flour mill in the

BIG BARGAINS

sack of flour made by the

In Black and Colored

Dakota town named after

him.

Law is like a sieve— you may see
iT^waTa^wis^and cunning Jew who
through
it, but you must be considerably
said: “ I tell you vat it ish, I buys my ex*

The Goodrich TransportationCo., have

perience fresh every day.”

decided to run the Menominee

man

well

is

Rev.

operating in Al-

J.

W.

Beardsley, of Constantine.

is

to

make three

weekly.

trips

\

quality, strictly all

Black Bunting at the very low price of

Very

fine

this season,

between Grand Haven and Chicago. She

The drive

Bunting. Good

wool,

^

reduced before you can get through it.

open on Saturday Morning, January 28, several
cases of the following

Ex-vice President SchuylerColfax paid

dealer in musical instruments, sold four $100 for the

!

and agreeable

beat your mother-in-law's clothes while

Minted. J. Harrington, arrived home
From Illinois,on Wednesday morning

SALE OF BUNTINC

18,

Van

they on are her back.

out of the fact.

land in this vicinity,is in a bad condition.

weather.

Esquire Fairbanks is confined to
house by

are told that there is a prospect of a

l/', larger peach

Mb. John Alberti,intends moving to

is

expectedto reach

home, from Texas, next Monday.

Roseland,111., this spring.
It

is

Bbautitulbalmy

go per yard.

quality in black and colored at 20c P61, yard*

celebrated Juillard in black and

1

\

all

The

the fashionable colors at

legan county at present, and is creating Mich., occupied the pulpit of Hope
the extremely low price of 23c.
Surveyors are reported to be running a
commotion among its residents. Church, both morning and evening, on
Sunday last.
preliminary line in Kalamazooand Barry
We have secured these goods early at much lower figure* than the present market
The grand Masquerade came off accordcounties for the proposed railroad being to announcement, on last Friday evenAs a curiosity,Mr. R.^J. Werkman tells tween Toledo and Allegan.— Aftyan value, and ladies would do well to supply their wants in this line of Dress Goods now,

tbe usual

ing, and was a social as well as a financial us that the tulips in his yard, are

making

their appearance,which at this time of

success.

--

free from ice, and

is

open and

entirely

our marinersare busy

Mr. Henry

fixing up their vessels in preparation for

who was

called to the

bedside of his sick father, returned to his

the season's trade.

Those of our

Scott,

as we cannot duplicate them at any such figures.

.

few days

a

W.

F.

who

Citizens,

Miss Ella June Meade

desire to

is

WURZBURG.

COR. OACTA.X<

field of labor at Colorado Springs, Col.,

on Monday evening last.

The pamphlets,containing

BRONSON

Ac

STS.

expected here

Grand Rapids, Mich.

next week to give tbe next entertainment

contribute to the GarfieldHospital Fund,

*

1/

Senator Ferry who has been spending
at his home, in Grand Haven,
passed through this city, en route for
Washington on Saturday last. \y

the year, is indeed true.

Macatawa Bay

Tribune.
- -—

~

4-17-

of the lecture course. The exact date

the January

can do so by calling on our genial Post- proceedingsof the Board of Supervisors, cannot yet be given, but will be announced
master, Mr. Wm. Verbeek.
that were printed at this office, are now in by circulars as early as possible.

The

R.

contract of Mr.

Kanters,

nearly completed,and he, with the
under his employ from

home

pected

Here’s a positive fact that occurred in

men

List of letters remaining in the post- one of the public schools in Philadelphia
are ex- office at Holland, Mich., Febr. 16, 1882:
recently: A small boy was asked to name
of March.
Miss Kate Bush.
some part of his own body. He thought a

this city,

about the 1st

-

-

Wm. Verbeek, P. M.

Rev. D. Broek, pastor of the Third
Ref. Church, who has been ill for some
time past, is improving nicely and wll

Soldiers’Union, will be held in the

soon be able

office,

to

occupy

of Rob-

on Saturday evening, Feb. 25. All

-

will

now be

graham

"newness” of our position weary

been issued heretofore.

traction engine and

Mr.

iron- -

a

Buffalo, Mich., to

Laporte, lud., with the exception of a

tend the road to La Grange,

Ind. They

are putting^new engines and cars on the

it to the

which is now reaching immense dimensions.—

vacant

Democrat.

--

to Mr. G. J. Nyland,

who

is

to

com

At a

_

GEO. G. STEKETEE, Sole
89 Monroe

St.,

Grand Haven City-- Kiel McMillan.
Park Association,the following officers Ruth Brouwer, David Hancharun,Fred.

Grand Rapids, and desire to contract for
In recognition of the courage shown by the building of twelve boats after its
Prince Bismarck the other day in the
Reichstag, in interpreting and defending
Three young fellows took it into their
the Prussian Constitution, the Emperor
rank on his devoted Chancellor. He

is

already a General of Cavalry, attached to

heads to dance

at the

Lawrencevllle,

III.,

into

ers,

the Seventh Cuirassiers.

grave of

a

Planing Mill
In

who drove them away,

and subse-

Mayor

Steketee,

of Grand

Rapids,

fled hastily,making their

way down

has been arrested,tried and acquittedlast

river fourteen milesin a leaky boat,

week on the charge of violating that sec-

finally sank

under them. They swam

the

E

eal Estate Transfers in

Ottawa

°

shore, but it was a cold night. They were
of druggists in spirituous, too exhausted to go any further, and in
vinous or brewed liquors. It was probably the morning their dead bodiea*were found.
Emerson B. Harwood, Adrn. to Emerson B. Hardone through spite, as tbe Mayor has made
wood, s w K, sec. 86—7—14. *400.
P. Visser and wife to KeinderKamstra,lot
many enemies in the enforcement of the
ITEMS. Martin
5, blk 2, Visaer’a add. Spring Lake. *175.
city ordinances regulating the traffic.— F;.
Caleb E. McMaater* to Joseph Klrkby, n w V
n w ^ sec. 96— S— 15. »820.
/ The schooner R. B. King arrived Tues- Mariette Howland to Hybreut Van der Meer, et al,
On Monday last, our Street Commis*\
blk 23, Eastmanvllle.$100.
day morning, from Chicago and sailed up
sioner was busy putting up the gasoline
Lambertns Sehipper and wife to Peter Holleman,
the river, being the first vessel in this
• ® K • e M • e * sec. 17-5-14,$1,060.
street lamps which were ordered at a
Usrley 0. Bement snd wife to CorneliasBoss,
season.
• w K • e H sec. 5-6- 18. *1,800.
recent session of the Common Council,
lates the trade

S"W

HiMiaiil

taj

Book

H.

in the

evening when they were lighted

our

The frame of Bryce A

to be just as

represented.

streets.

_

_

^

s w X sec. 13-5-16. $156.
Mina Kanters to GerritJ. Kroon, Jr., lot 8, sab.
The new iron propeller Wisconsin, of dir. loti, blk ••A" Holland. $900.
Senator Conger has introduced a bill i j
Gerrit J. Kroon, Jr., and wife to Gerdt J. Kroon.
tbe
Goodrich line, in coming in Tuesday 8r., lot 8 sub. div. lot 1, blk “A” Holland. $900.
the Senate which providesfor additional
Nicholas Denbof and wife to Benj. Hillard, 90
life-savingstations at Pentwater, near the morning about 4 o'clock from Milwaukee,
acres in w X a ®
89-9-18. $650.
Wilson
McWilliams and wife to Marnret Doane,
mouth of White river, Holland, South struck the north pier and stove a hole into

X

I will

SPECTACLES
—and a—

Reuben Brainerd,

O.

BREYMAN.

House

Two

law suits from this section of the

Court

Supreme
Howard A Van

to be carried up to the

One

is

the case of

Dyk te. tbe Public Schools of the City of
Holland. The other is KlaasTrompew.J.
Verhage, growing out

of the killingof cer

tain sheep of the former, by a dog said to

have belonged to tbe latter. In the

first

named case the attorneys are

and

W.
ris

J. C. Post

B. Williams for tbe plaintiff, and

Nor-

A Uhl for the defendant; in the latter
W. H. Parks for tbe plaintiff,and

case,

P. H. McBride for the defendant

Sperma-

torrhea, Impotency, and all
Diseases thatfol*
t

Grocery

aemlnarweak

nets,

IUIII

—

lowasaseqoenee,
of Self

Abuse

iihluii i

TAB»fu."™ieu.7[:

Dimness of Vision, Premature Old Age, and many other Diseases that
lead to Insanity orConsnmptlonand a Prematire Grave.
tarFolI particulars In our pamphlet, which we
desire to aend free by mail to every one. The
SpecificMedicine le sold by all drag) 1st at |1 per
KSM?®’
p»ck*ffM
I*, or will be sent
free by mall on recefpt of the money, by adtude. Pa*® In the Back,

W

dressing THE GRAY MEDICINE CO.
For 8,1. In

JAMES RYDER,

Prop’r.

GREAT REDUCTION
IN PRICKS IN

THE

will devote ray entire attentionto Ike OroceryBnsReuben Baxter and wife to Jan Knot et.al.nwX Inoes, and therefore respectfallycall tbe attention
of the cltiiena of Holland to my new badness.
compartments, the forward part of tbe
s e X •«. 18-6-15. $400.
Margaret8. Davis and baa. to 8amasl C. Baldwin, The store is on tbe
vessels, however, being full of water. The
• X wX
w X *ec. 81-6-18. $90.
deck-load was Uken off immediatelyby Antony Verhalat to HendriknsJ. Nibbellnk, se X
Cor.
and Fish St.
sec. *4-6—14, except 1 acre In • • cor. $5,000.
the aid of large scows and if not injured. Daniel Waite and wife to Klaaa Van Dyke, part lot
8, sec. 15-6-16.$100.
I will endeavorto keep on hand a complete enp*
The cargo to the hold consisted of flour Jane
LockJIn to Loiisa M. McKay, 4x8 rds in fd
part s e X *ec. 98-6—11 *400.
afilhlyd411 *** °rtW* pro®pU,r10 the ^eat °f “7
and It is feared has been largely damaged.
Henry Dearborn and wife to Lanran Draw, s X n X
8th Street, HOLLAND, MICH.
How this accident could happen on a clear • wXeec. 4-6-18. $1,600.
Gysben
Meeboer
to
Jacob
Meeboer,
a
X
*
• X
morning, with perfectly amooth water and
s w X sec. 16-6-15.
*
no wind, is a mystery which has not yet Peter Parker and wife lo Peter Devollst, lot In
Clocks which have been sold for $4, are
• Coopervllle.
$100.
been explained. It is said, however, that Peter DevoIJstand wife to Peter Parker, frl part
now for isle at $8. The entire stock on
n e X > e X *ec. 18-6—14. $900.
band will b*. sold at that rate. Plated
the pier being covered up by ice, was misJohn Brown, 8r. to Joseph Brown, n X n e X sec.
ware, Spectacles, etc., etc., will be sold at
taken for a large ice bank, and hence the
•*-8—18. $1,040.
JA& RYDER. cost for the next 80 days.
William L. 8qnler and wife to Frank W. Holmes,
collision.
part east X eec. 88—6—14. $500.
Holland, April 18.
10-tf
Oct. 15.
87-ly

work pumping oat water from

county are

Remedy,

No

WARD

k VAN ARK.

gllsh
an anfalllngcnre

Holland, Mich., Jan. 1, 1881. 48-ly

FIRST

WERKMAN

GRAY'S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.
MARK The Great En-TRAD!
for

our stock.

nXD*X<>*X sec. 7-3-18. $500.
The keepers are to be paid not exceeding where she now lays with her forward end
AlexanderMilne et al. to Herman Lenters et. al.
$800 yearly, and members of crews dis- on tbe bottom. Being provided with
sex mc. 10-7-14, except about 10 acres.
abled and widows and orphans to be paid water-tight bulkheads, her engine room ii
John Ovens and wife to Jacob Kamphnls, n * X byHMrl|f §urcha80jt|£ Interestformerlyowned
free of water, and the engine was kept to
full salary for two
and e X n w X • w X •«:. 91-8-16.

years. y

Or anythlngln our line manufactured on short

FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.

all

to

AMD THE

TRAOI

Haven, Michigan City, and at Kingston-

AlexanderMcDonald and wife

STEAM

DRY KILN
38-lT

also keep on band a fall line of

81-9-18. $1,800.

to her port bow about 18 to 20 feet long Elisabeth A. Kirkland et. al. to George E. Hubbard,
18 rdsx 906 ft in sec. 15-8-16.$450.
on tbe coast of Lake Michigan; also and 4 to 5 feet wide, she managed, how* Anson D. Fessendenand wife to Jobanoes W. F.
Behm, n X s e X • « X mc. 9-7-16. *50.
one near Grand Marias, Lake Superior. ever, to get up Into the head of the river,

A

notloe.

Frank W. Holmes and wife to wilaon McWilliams,
part e W sec. 98—8—14.$775.
Come and examine
Bloecker’a Thomas Hefferau and wife to Henry O. Brown,
trouble to show Goods.

city assumed quite a metropolitanap
n e X • ® X sec. 90-7-14. $800.
foundry is up, and the work is being
William Bouga and wife to Peter Verlee, n If n e
pearance. We would advise the citizens
pushed as fast as possible.The firm exX «ec. 19-7-19.$2,800.
to petitionthat body to purchase more
Jan Rate rink and wife to Abel H. Brink, e X e K
pect to be able to recommencework about
n w X sec. 94-5-16.$1,000.
lamps and have them placed on the back
John Roost and wife to Johannes Vermeer,w X
/next week.

WE HAVE

DRYING OF LUMBKR WK 811 ALL
ranted.
MAKE A SPECIALTY.
DOORS, SASH AND BLINDS,
All the Goods are warranted

GRAND HAVEN

and

who

Re-Sawing Done.

WStCllBS,

1 have engaged the services of Mr. N.
Reynolds, of Chicago, an expert
mechanic, who will do the repairing of
9
includesonly such as seem to watches, so that our work can be war-

This list
be bona fide sales, quit claims, where tbe
consideration is very small, not given.

tion of the State Liquor Law which regu-

satisfy all

on

which For the week ending Jan. 23, 1882.
to the

Approved Patterns,

Planing, Matching,

Zeeland— William Reef.
Allendale— E. G. Norcross.

fl

the most

And we are confidentwe can
want

Wright— Richard S. Chappcl.

it Theirconduct shocked the mourn-

quently prepared to lynch them. They

Machineryof

Tallmadge— Addison Hedges.

fell

rebuildingonr new shop we have purchased
entirely new

Spring Lake— Alexander Wood.

friend at

and one of them

FHCEITIX

Otto Breyman

Polkton— Peter Wolt.

^

Proprietor.

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

late meeting of the Macatawa

model.

bottle.

FOR SALE BY ALL ERXJOQISTS.

visitingthat city.

meditates conferring some higher miliUry

Price 60c per

1882.

D. Vos.
were elected: President, Prof. Chas. Scott;
While in Grand Rapids recently, we
Holland City— Edward J. Harrington,
Vice President, C. A. Dutton; Secretary,
stepped in to see Messrs. Joalin & Best,
Simon Reidsma.
H. D. Post; Treasurer,Daniel Bertsch;
the enterprisingjewelers of that city,
Holland Town— Thos. L. Purdy, Fred.
Directors, H. Walsh, H. Boone, O. BreyL.
Bouter.
and found they have an elegant stock of
man, Jacob Kuite and F. O. Nye. We
Jamestown—
Chas. J. Hovey, Jacob C.
Jewelry, Watches, etc., which our readers
understand that the association has pro- Freeman.
will do well to go and examine when
cured a skiff of the Mohawk Club of
Olive— Henry Cheeseman, O. Brockway.

-

! the only bun curs for the dMtroctlon of the
Pin Worm, and it alto takes the Stomach and Tape
Worm. No physic is necessary.Price, only tt
cents per bottle. For sale by all Dnrgglsts. Beware of counterfeits.

The following is the list of jurors who
occupied as a boot
have been drawn to serve at tbe March

jewelry store in the near future. have published an address to the voters,

mence work immediately.

.

proTldlna it la need according to direction.

road to keep pace with the patronage,

Chester— Charles A. Steig, Oliver Merin both the English and Dutch languages,
Messrs. Werkman & Van Ark, the wide- setting forth tbe importance and necessity rick.
Crockery — James F. Palen, Robert
awake proprietors of the Phoenix Planing for voting in favor of an extensionof
Tonge.
Mill, have let the job of building an addi- their water works.
Georgetown— Robert Alward, Henry D.
lion of 45x80 feel to their present buildEwings.
ing,

NEURALGIA,

term of the Circuit Court, their attendance
Mr. Van
m—‘
being required by Tuesday, March 28,
and that he intemlr — TtftfCommon Council of Grand Haven

store, has been leased by a

open

New

Mr. P. H. McBride’s

We understand that the store lately law office. It will be
occupied by John Te Roller, as a tigar and shoe store.

to

at

store on River street belonging to Mrs.

lot directly south of

men, of Chicago,HI.,

The only medicines nsed without tarnlng the
stomach wrong side out. I warrant the core of

two months. The company intend to ex-

P. F. Pfanstiehl has purchased the

Ledeboer,and will move

--

-

deep cut which will be finished in about

able to grind feed and
Fridays and Saturdays,

and

and some times w and y.”

road bed from

his residence in Fillmore.

hope our readers will bear with us

when we hope to be able to present as
and interesting a paper as has

flour,

a, e, i, o,

The Chicago and West Michigan railway company has completed the new

^

and powerful

a new

his parents.

spritely

-

Neuralgia Drous,

replied: "Bowels;

which are five in number—
u,

News

Mr. James L. Fairbanks has purebared

Mich., to attend the golden wedding of

off,

of the Holland

soldiersare cordially invited to be present.

day, en route lor Norvllle, Jackson Co.,

until the

moment and then
[/

-

bis pulpit again.

Mr. W. C. Harper, Supervisor

—

An adjourned meeting

inson, passed through this city last Tues-

We

STEKETEE'S

the hands of the County Clerk.

is

the other

JEWELRY STORE

Eighth

J.

$190.

ALBERS,

Give us a trial before
you judge us.

1881.

1881.

r.

pocketa of

WI

-----

--

t^at — \jut-

1

»

m

______
"i!

tfliik-notoatvma gone
_
Oh ! he had forgotten his old officeWild weather
^ther ouatde
ouslde where the brare
brere ahlpa
ehlpi ro
j

wii?^UralXStih.6(ffibX

i

Liiftms beneath them u
m hell.
With chasm#
as Mack
b
The wafer* frolic In Titan play,
They dash the deck# with an icy apray, '
The npent sail# hiver, the lithe ma'U reel,
ihe sheeted rope# are.
are a# smooth a# #t<
And the

coat— had not once thought that the old
w^fking-Rack was upon him, with its
breast-pockettorn more than half-way
Aye — the pocket— or the hole— into
which he had put his sealed packet was
not only minus a bottom seam, but fully

;

I

'

'

ateei

”

Ando'

Whor

The
O’er Hie
ino
The

----

---

----------

-

-

lurid acas. like the polar star.
.u .uoj.w.
mariner toaaedin
the jaw# u.
of death

manner

HorU

at

the storm a definut bre

Fiji>y 11 ui

ath:

d luRKanl and J«ra9 and

—

|

,p*_BWl^Wn4y
the stern eyekdlta—
And porreip*—
aw
Souit^pu.1s |»ri>
prsying to-nightfo

I

.«o4ltter rain,
Ah me, through Ihe-drenctiofplain l
bright the
plain
l.right
Uie pictyre
picturethat ripe#
ri

How

”

overcoat,and away over the route by
which he had come from the bank-phis

grv*
.
' J,.

ite|su.r. ja^Vv’afk^,

,

.

,r

,

gold

ey<» *xfcd ftpttn'tfce sidewalk, auti in
the
gutter
— every
possible--------space, nook,
" ......
“
--------corner and gully,’ looked ufKHW-luifc no
ket auch rs he had lost. Up the
of the bank— the banking-rooms
5

“

J

'

wd

—

or — he went
were on
__ the second flooi
_

f

He could not fail to gee that the fipger
ipon a basis no better. Only yesterday
of
suspicion tos pointed at him, and
I purchasedsix tick^in six different
more than once he heard, as he passed
lotteriesto be drawn. Ijy religious add
certain people who had once been proud
to be classed among his friends, snob,
words as these
Boor fellow I I pity;
proveto _______
him, anyhow 1 ” or “Ah 1 see. It wears
Harry Wentworth arose to his feet,
on him, don’t it? Well.. I don’t wonand laid his hand upWT the merchant’s
der 1
And .onoe he heard : “Bah 1 if
shoulder.
I was in his place, I’d either dear out
“ Mr. Lempierre, do you mean to tell
and make my money do me some good,
me— that— that you believe I.oouldhave
or else I’d own up.
^ M'
kept for myself that, packet of money
During these darkTftbnthshe did not
which I said I had lost ?
q
j
The merchant wap certainly staggered see Emma' once ; but he had a precious
by the youth’s look, and by the heart- line from her that gave him courage and
strength. She was as tyue as refined
sent, fervent, hbnest speech. But the
,
cloud returnedupon his face, and, with
The spring opened
one day in
another shake of the head, he said :
early
May
Harry
met
Loren
Barnett,
“ Harry; I am not alone. , The people
- Bankat the bank declare it most have been tho paying-teller of the M
so. Look at it for yourself. Think of met him bn the street-lairing pale,

slowly, peering into every corner— and
thus he reached the bank counter empty-

% \ I' * w # •
*
the end, but for your appeal in the paper. I have not put myself out at all in
anything I have done. I was arranging
for another visit to the United ^jtates
when I saw the article, and the most I
id was to expedite matters a little. And
now, gentlemen, youitsve thp matter in
your own hafads. Call upbn' me as you

^

feel to need my assistance.”
Mr. Lempierre looked at his watch.
It was just half. past 9. The bank would
open at H) for business ; and if they
should go thither at ease they would Iw
likely1 to find the working foroe at their

may

•

1

posts.

Only three went to the bank— Mr.
Lempierre, Mr. Sefton-andHarry Wentworth. Arrived at the outer door of the
institution they knocked at the dbor
of the private room of the cashier, whom
they found in. Mr. .Lempierrewas at
once welcome, as were any whom he
might bring in ; so the three entered
amt were seated.
“Is Mr. Barnett in ?” asked the merchant.
The cashier, with a swift glance at
Harry and- another at the stranger,
seemed to comprehend. A tremor shook
his frame, and his breath came with evident
. ^
“Yes,” ho said, in a whisper. “And
tliis is liis last, day with us. He is in-

thin and wretched. He had at first
tk|time of day—”
seemed inelihed to avoid tho youth, but,
“
Ah,”
cried
Harry,
breaking
in upon
UtOi&cL The people of the hank were
when he found he could not, he met
him,
“
think
of
that
thing—
the
time
of
jn'HtUoming out of the Directors’ room,
him with seeming frankness and pleaswhere they had been making up the day ! Just the time when ousiness
were
almost
entirely alone on the street,
accounts of the day, when Harry enand when they were hurrying home- . “ Yon are looking poorly, Mr. Barnett
tered- ,, He saw the paying- teller and
. /
ward, or office-ward, as swiftly as possi- Have you been sick
Rough weather oulrirf^but ^ ^iBd* ot bal“ J
told, him of his loss.
So spoke Harry, after the opening
Forever float o’er that l#!e of calm.
ble — their banking business done, and
“In mercy’s name ! Can you give
Oh, friend# who read over tea and toaat
their thoughts given to dinner and salutations and a few casual remarks.
Of the wild night’swork on the torm-#weptcoaat,
me
comfort?”
“ I’Ve had a bad torn,” answered the
Think, whouihe vessels a.re overdue.
luncheon. None were going to the
-jat fiqst- like a man
Of the porii|n^irtcriVV¥\,rwVl
banks, bfit all wore going the other way; teller, languidly. “ In fact, I’ve got a
Of stout liiufks Ml rani foi 1c
truck K/hln he shiok his head
and how many of them were messengers sort of run down. The confinement of
'Mid the •nAUAItf aid
,
jorrOwfully. * fll Sould ^ifrno
ivvn comfort.
the bank is too niuch for me.' I think
And breathe a prayer from your happy llpa
And if he could not, of course, none of long used 1 to feasting their eyes upon of going into the country — on to a farm structing his successor.”
For those who must go “ to the sea In ship#;”
wealth which they could not possess,
“Will you call him in ?”
thp. others could ; for he had been the
but which they would possess if the op- — in the course of a few months. Come ' The cashier arose and opened the door
last one in the banking-house.
—Uai vq-'a Magazine.
portunity should ever offer. Think ol np this summer and I’ll give you some communicatingwitlrthe bank room and
With a heart heavy and sad— a heart
it, sir, and say if there might not havp trouting. There are. splendid streams called Mr. Barnett’s name, and added,
sunken into an agony such as he had
been many ways in which that packet in the neighborhood of my farm.”
“ Will yon step this way?”
never before even dreamed of — Harry re“ Oh— you own a form ?”
could have been picked up and kept.
Barnett came quickly. He had enturned
to his store, looking again on the
«• Yes — I’ve owned one for some time. ”
It was drawing toward CliriRtmas
And think of another thing : The very
tered the room before looking to see
time, and Harry Wentworth was very wRy, and i^liring of ipen whose faces character of the packet— the way 111 And with this he turned away.
whom he was to meet. He saw the old
Two things anrprised Harry: First
buay-bu^Wtt!ia'HOTe>P>oye™(eioohritgedhim— but his, looking and which it was made tilt— so large a sum,
merchant and then saw Harry WentThat any man holding, the office of pay- worth, and then lie saw another face.
and busy m his own behalf — for it had his inquiries were ii^iain. At the store in notes of such small denominations
been arranged that on Christmas day he he went into .kbit private office of the would convince any person, at all versed, ing-tellershould talk of the confinement There was a moment’s hesitation— a start
and Emma Dwight should be made man senior, and^feihatifidbi4lual told the in bank affairs, that the numbers of of tho business. And second— that a — a flash— a light upon his countenance
story of hjHrishap.* Ixie first effect
mn nt , those notes had not been registered ; so man possessing such health and vigor as as the recognition came to him, and
upon the merchant,who was a man of tho money might be used at any time, Loren Barnett had possessedsix months then, with a gasping groan, ho tottered
rort
1
t
waa
Tithout fear of de- before could have become so reduced back against tho wall and stared upon
- quick and
and possessedof intelligence far above by the outlni&tmg grief and agony of tection. Why, sir— one-half of that by any amount of legitimate labor. the Englishmanwith deadly terror and
the average; and not least of his good his favorite clerk ; *nd when he had money might have 1 been deposited in And these thoughts were not quick to
afffight,
qualities was the unswerving, untiring heard the whifla qiory, and had been
that same bank on* the very’ next day, leave the mind that had conceivedthem.
“Oh, Loren Barnett,” spoke .Mr.
and heartfelt zeal and ftith with which shown the teetered fragments of a and the receiving-tellercould not have ; It was on Monday that Harry met Lempierre, “ what have you done? I
he had appeared to setve his employers; pocket, he said cheerily :
sworn that it note of it had been paid Barnett o» the street. On the following would not have believed it possible.
“ Well, well, my boy, don’t be brokfor he was employed as head bookkeeper,
ont on your
j Wednesday he receive.)a note from Mr
The taking of the money was nothing
and confidential clerk of a heavy import- en-hearted.We’li make a general moveStill the merchant was not convinced. Lempierre, the chief , sentence
compared to the deadly sin of the murily ment for the missing packet at once, and
waa, Be at my• private
room der ! Ay, the murder of a young and
------^
A story pf excuse was very easy to frame, which
I guess we’ll
re’ll fod
find it.
it Do you go direct- he said; and no reliance coultf be placed at 9 o’clock to-morrow morning, Fail hopeful reputation ! 'Loren Barnett,
. Jim
_ and set him at
__ ___________________ been old
Chief of Pi
t
upon unsupported testimony of that dewhat reparation can you make ?”
te printer. Ah
And Harry went. On entering the
Iwill’i
enough and strong enough to earn the
Let us not attempt to picture the
scription.
printer’sink,
wherewith for her support.
On the evening of that day Harry saw little private sanctum he found there the scene. It was dreadful. The wretch
one of the seven mighty
Emma Dwight was the daughter of a
Judge Dwight, and that man sternly three members of ihe firm, and with went down ujKjn liis knees and begged
Judge of the Supreme Court of the com- powers of thdftgelh which we live.”
forbade the youth to visit his daughter them a man whom he at first took for an for mercy. The money he had withheld
And so] the search 'commenced ; and more. He could not listen — he had seen uttoc stranger, but whose countenance — stolen— ay, ten thousand times worse
monwealth—a true-hearted, bright- faced,
trustful girl, loving her Harry with all it was continued until Christmas day,
and heard too much of exouse and special became familiarwhen he had' been in- than stolen— had been a curse to him,
her Btrenfethdf heart attd souk
She was without effect. Not a clew— not a sign pleading by guilty parties to bo influ- troduced as Mr. George Sefton, of Lon- and only a curse. From the moment
her mother’s child in quality of spirit — not a thing of any descriptionhad enced by anything which did not clearly don, England; and our hero then re- that he had put that' packet away next
and general disposition— mild, unassum- been discovered. It was as though the disprove the thing alleged. No, no — he membered of having met him and to his bosom, resolved to keep it as his
money never had been, or else
spoken
him,> at a large
ing, gentle and charitable. The father
wpuld
WUIllll not
UUU listen.
llObCU. He
AAO was stern and 1 -X
----- with
-------. ^ city* TTcarpet own, and allow another to suffer for the
Ah ! poor Hftry WeUtwbrth was to harsh/and Harry Wentworth must con- store, a year or so previously. He was
was of 8terne»«tilffi-UnCpright/religioiM
crime — from that moment he had known
man, but not so apt {o smile as were his know, sure enough, what else people sider the door of hia house as closed to ! the son of a fieexy carpet manufacturer no such thiug os peace — had known
- of England, ana acting as American
-flgHnnght have been 1 He discov- ’him thenceforth.
wife and
' r -t
Tno
he home of his
’ ’
It was n^ir the Qiristm yi time, /ijul
BUt Harty met Emma in the hall as agent *
on the evening
“Come, conte,” cried Lempierre, as
soon as Harry had taken the only spare
uay before Christmas.
the hands were very busy. Country 0I .e secona clay"
would not punish him more. He had not
seat at hand; “we have no time U> waste.
lera were Iiimjig for ihft. holidays,
spent the money— or he was able to
faith in her lover was not shaken; and
when
when he
he had
had told
told herthat
her that he
he would
wool not | Harry, my boy your priuWsmkhas make up the amount, and when that had
narrin/1
rest until tho cloud had been lifted faun i
you, afa,r
But I won t an- been done he was suffered to depart to
“Oh, Harry! Harry! Ask papa! Ask hik name and fame ahe told him she ; 'cipate.
Safton tell tes atory. We his far-away country home, there to drag
would wait for the
A Hal, so he may tell, it to out a weary existence,burdened by the
sent upon an important mission to t
Oh, Harry ! take my love with you,
f10
memory of one deed that was sufficient
truth burst upon him in that moment
to make dark and cheerless his pathwfly
for the first time.'; The thought that it
to the silent shore,
thought him tlmPif ho did not make could ever enter into tho mind of one
Need we tell of the result to Harry
whahad.batn
hi# true
true icena
friend mawwvthat he—
whabad
neon me
flD ’ bv-and-bv I feel it, deep ,
haste in some other way, he would miss
month-I took up a copy of a Wentworth? Need we tell how the old
Harry
Wentworth—eonld
do
so
wicked
,
•/
the opportunityof reaching the payinghearts, that the daily newspaper, and found therein the
friends came flocking back, and how
teller of the bank. He had upon Ills
cloud shall ’not’ always rest upon me. article which Jon had written, and they all declared they had never believed
desk, or in his possession,the comPray for me.not
dear one ! and I will both caused to be printed ; and you may im- him guilty ?
pany’s check for $30,000, and this check Dwight on that evening.
pray and work
agme my feelings when the fact came
But what cared he so long as the stern
Guf Lheidllowiigmorning— the mornwas to be cashed in bank notes for tho
Then Harry Wentworth went home to home to me that I, very likely, was the Judge, of his own fxee will, sought him
ing of the dtjf before Christmam-when the one being on earth who knew him I one man in the world— and the only one
nap of another firm, the senior partner of
out, and, with warm and generous imcounting-room, his innocent and good— his mother 1— and —for whose eye it had been written,
which was the brother of the senior of Harry efltcred tti* >counting-roog^
pulse of love and good-will, asked his
led him fa to tlfopri- there he found rest
Harry’s .tinn. This other fijm was en- semior Itn^fioJ
Ah ! you start. Let. me tell you— it is forgiveness, and led him like a son of
ted
to
a
seat,
ga^rfl]*Miph61buaimp|4|gnajhe vrfte office, ah
Christmas day dawned— The day which , very simple, and can be told in a few his choice hack to the side of his once
not hard, but sad had been set for his wedding ! His new words.
money was for the use of purchasing The old man’s f
smiling and happy daughter?
agents who were to go through three or
house, bought and paid for, he could “On the 20th day of last December,
four States oLthe Union.
,r
not move into, and he let a friend have I in the afternoon, I was oh my way, on
Fighting Trifles— Three Short Stories.
The -messenger' toad tidten tire bankty tot a season at a nominal xenl 1
foot, to the steamer in winch I was to
* *#».'
. <•
simple, straiglltfotfwardtruth
book and each for deposit on his way to tmthr-the
,r, . ,<tl« ,
- -iMn did not wait to be discharge!1from the take passage for England. I had only
What a world of trouble, time, and
-wind
holluigoUe.
.‘.Have
ybu,
within
nouusgialse...Have jtoiv-Wtnin. empi0yment of, those Whom he had an hour of my own, and you can imagine nerve irritationwoujd. be saved if boys,
the Custom House, so that Harry had
onlw -the, check to -attend Ao. Haying. the last two or three months, purchased . gerve<j B0 iong . be went to the store on that time for me to waste was ndt then,
and men too, would never mind trifling
morning aft01, Christmas, amL call- ! I was walking rapidly,with my coat annoyances. Only the other day we
Iboked atl the clocl^and seen the brief and paid for a boose in the upper part ;
of the city
citv ?”
iiig'Se three partners into the office, he ' collar turned up and iny hat pulled overheard one boy telling another what
space of time that was his, and having
ill. il ; i -n:
I
looked toward the street dogr and seen
:.The young man started and gasped told them he would take himself out of down, because a strong east wind set up a third boy hud said about him, and urgthat no messenger was coming, ho pretheir way. '
' ’
’ 1 | the street and struck me in the face. ing him to “ lick' him.” “Oh.” said the
for breath. The accusationwas plainly
pared to go upon tho errand himself.
- ------' “I do not think,” he said, “that yon Still.
Still, I kept mv eyes vr~.
open before
mo,, second boy, “ ’tisn’tworth minding. He
made in those words! He had bought
Ho had on an old office epat, w,qm pud
intend to prosecute me, because, first— and by-and-hy
bv-and-bv I saw
saw you come out upon knows it ain’t ro, and I won’t stoop te hia
the Iiouae And paid for it In a mofuent
ink stained, but lie would not stop to
you are not assured in your own minds the sidewalk irom the M-; — - B, ink, and level by taking any notice of it.” We
he had turned pale as death; and for
as I looked I thought I saw something inwardly thought, “that’s a very wise
exchange it. The capacious overcoat
that single riioment every atom of that I did the dreadful wrong of
would cover such imperfection, and, havwhich I have been suspected • and, sec- drop at your feet— something of a bright head on young shoulders. ”
strengthseemed to forsake him,
ing donned ihe latter garment, he hurond, the crime would be difficult to yellow color, and glistening in the light
It reminded us of two men, one ol
ried a'wav.‘
prove against me. Bnt, sirs, know that You turned down a street to the lelt— whom started on a foot journey of 150
I will not rest until this thing is made your own left — before I met you; and
miles or so. Two days later the other
It was past 2 o’clock whei.HHairy
the $7,000 you priid, in<msh,
clear
; for I am firm in the faith that I when I had reached the spot whore I
man started on the same road, and on
reached they bank. The wicket, ot the for that house?” I'n
had seen the object fall I found an en- the fourth day overtook the first one.
receiving teller was closed and tbe payPoqr ,Hafry
He must
theonly am not to go to my grave with^he stain
velope of bright manila paper, evidently The latter remarked
ing telleftwas just in the act of clbsing thing he had ever done of which ho upon me.”
“ This is the worst and slowest road
his; 1)U| When he saw tho newoomer,
It is doubtful if they would have filled with bank notes, and upon tho
could feel in any degree ashamed— must
he slid tell of the only dollar he liad ever turned him away of their own accord ; face of the envelope was tho imprint pf lever traveled. There is the greatest
heatedand d tiffin L! with exertion, ha
the bank. Had my time been my own I
lot of sriarling, barking little dogs lever
gained fchich he had not legitimately and yet his presencewould have been a
should
have followed you, but as I had saw, and it has taken half my time to
source of annoyance, from the fact that
earned.
none to spare I ran rip into the bank andtll6
Duitaj£the;Trammerlast passed he the second member of the firm abso- found the paying teller alone at his desk drive them off.”
“Why,”, said the second man, “1
he bookkeeper,at hia private fteuk# and,
had bee&WJf^/by* Wrti tho was lutely believed in his guilt, and would and alone m the room ! I showed him
' 1 the new just
didn’t pay any attention to them, but
ready to start for Cuba, to invest have pushed him to the law had not the the envelope and asked him if he recogri
, jjed, again $10 for a package of tickets in one pi other two objected.
came right along as if they weren’t
. ; , . 1____________ , with a bland smile, the HayanaioMdriae. Be had bought A remark made by Mr, Lempierre nized it. ‘Certiw !y,’ he sajd. ‘I gave there.” Half the time of many boys
it not five minutes ago to Mr. Wentworth
and men is wasted in fightingtrifles.
nformCd him that he could have the
dwelt upon Harry's mind : “ The powfor Lemptene and Company.’
A veteran Circuit Judge was always
noney.. Said he;,. ,,
er of printer’s ink,” and he did not fail
“Then ! told the teller howl had sure 6f bee ting some cutting or sneer“We dont matte a practice of doing siderably more that^-he had saved from to make use of it He drew np a stateseen yon drop it, and how my need to ing remarks from a self-conceited lawyer
his thing, but I dpn’fc think tho officers his salary. He had never spoken of the ment of his case, giving all the particureach the steamer had prevented me when he came to a certain town in hia
vould care to disappointauch customers lottery tickets,nor the prize, because he lars— the date, the streetsthrough which
from
following yon. Ah ! I can remem- rounds. This was repeated one day at
he passed, to and from the bank, oh
is are your folks when it could be
that day of misfortune, and, in short, ber how eagerly— how heartlessly— he dinner, when a gentleman present said :
Judge, why don’t yon squelch that
every point that could tell— afid at the asked me if I was going to Europe ! and
iff 4ktik!S%&
end
he .begged that publishers who then how earnestly he protested his ftsn»wV
ore him, and counted ont the money in great portion of the wealth of the day
gratitude to me in your behalf; and how
The' Judge dropped his knife and fork,
inch donotfiiiiatiotri of n^te8_ as the ap- was gained in a way no better— that the could feel for him, arid who would help
he
offered to give me any sum which I and placing his chin upon his hands,
a
suffering
fellow-creature—
helping
the
Id bo con- thousand-arid -one bargains of almost
might be pleased to claim; for my and his elbows upon the table, rened
every day, on the street, and at the right at the . same, time— should copy.
trouble, feeling warranted in the assur- marked
Even
English
or
French
papers
might
brokers’ boaid.<were of the same charwei
)* I* Up in our town a widow wotnan has
help him, if they would. This he car- ance that either you or.^our employers
___
__ two
w
acter. He had told himself this, and had
a, yallur dog that, whenever the moon
ried
to the publisherof his own favorite’ would cheerfully make it np. But you
larry ran it over after him, and then
used the money.
cab imagine how I treated thriL" I only
AmPtlrfssfdVy ho-teTd to. Ws empfoy- daily, and uie man took .the articleas ri got the man’s name — Loren Barnett— shines, goes - out upon the stoop and
sked for an envelope in which to £ut
barks, and harks away at it all night.”
er— the mfify of the ToM^TOMT 'the favor, and would listen to no mention of
nm"“
and then, having been assured thAfc the: Stopiring short, he' quietly resumed eat'
prjze, apd of the travail of his spirit, {
The article,waapribteji,riad yery *opn packet should be faithfullydelivered, I ing. After ''waiting some time, it was
rpose. The notes
“ Where is the man who bought the
for that same purpose,
> t
-iulvi asked : “ Well, Judge, what of the dog
__for you?”
Harry knew that it had been extensively
nt caretell tickets
“Ana that was the last until I saw and tho. moon ?f’ . ‘IO/V, the moon kepi
whic
. and me envelope scaled, after which
your appeal in the paper.1 You can im- riyht on" he said.— -Awiencfl/i Agricul[arry returned to his store.
agine my surprise. 'I saw it rill in' an
turist.
,
' , ,
„
era of his daily pepor, *hd informed
Once more at his post, Harry Wentinstant. The temptation had been too
him
that'
at
least
two
London
dailies,
Amerorth put away hi^ overcoat,and th?n wrote that ---- --- „ ,,
strong for the teller’s
aw*
honesty., . He tod
1' AM fully convinced that the soul is
and one of Liverpool, had copied his
entto his desk, -and put his. hand ica before returning home.
said to himself : ‘ That man is
11 going to
indestructible, and its activity will con.....
“Ah! ’’said the old man, sadly and
nay be the last of him tinue through eternity. It; is like the
Europe. That may
ito his pocket for the precious envelThe winter passed— a cold, cheerless
solemnly
shalring
his
head,
“I
should
Here are $30,000—
to son which, to our eyes, seems to set in
po— into the inner breast-pocketof his
in this
.
not blame you for having- bought a lot- Winter without, and, to Harry Went- me a fortune 1 Ah, how easily I can
oat on the left side. The pocket was
night ; bnt it has in reality only gone
worth, cold and very near to cheerless
mpty ! He felt in other pockets— ran tery ticket. I am sorry to say that
hold on to it !’ So he thought, and so to diffuse its light elsewhere.
within
!
It
was
very
hard
thus
to
live.
he did : and— so he might have done to
) nis overcoat,and went through tho much of the busmess of the day is done
*

The baby crowa from the cradlefair;
The gratidam nodi In her cagy-chair;
While hither and you, with a quiet grace,
A woman flit* with an earnest face.
The kitten purr#,and the kettle sing#,
And a nabieI#M ooMf ort the picture brlaga.1
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“DO LIKEWISE.’*

A Punishment Worse Than Death.

Ds. R. Y. Pieros, Buffalo, N. I.: Dear Bir:
F»v« jean ago I waa a dreadfulaufferer from
who take great interest in their uterine
trouble a. Having exhausted the skill
bosinesa — Pawnbroker!.
of three physicians, I wu completely dlaoour
Fritz has named hia dog Non Seqni aged, and so weak I could with diflicultrcross
the room alone. I began taking your ‘Favortur, because it dees not
ite Prescription,’ and using the local treatment
Kissing by telephoneis about as sat- recommendedin your ' Common Sense Medical
isfactory as scratching your head with Adviser.’ In three months I wu perfectly
cured. I wrote a letterto mjr family paper,
a
4
briefly mentioning how my health had been reA wipe should be like roast lamb, stored, and offering to send the full particulars
tender, and nicely dressed. No sauce to any one writing me for (hem and inclosing a
stamped envelope for reply. 1 have received
required.
over four hundred letters In reply I have deDr. Johnson says of second mar- scribed my cue and the treatment used, and
riages: “ They are the triumph of hope earnestly advisedthem to ‘ do likewise.’From
a great many I have received second lettersof
over experience. ”
thanks stating that they had commenced the
The person who gets drunk for fun treatmentand were much better already.”
always gets so drunk that ^ don’t hai
Mbs. E. P. Morgan, NewOutle, Mo.
any fun.

Mm

iGoodFimiliBemedy.

Windsor, Vermont. The condemned

STRICTLY PURE.

person is Emeline M. Meaker, of WaterHarmless to the Host Delicate.
bury, who was convictedof the murder
of an orphan girl thirteen vears old,
*•" h«tn eared
Alice Meaker by name, April 22, 1880.
The wretched woman protested her innocence on the occasion to set aside the
pruiu.uncadiNCUiunuc by their physician, when
verdict, as she has always done, but was WM
tba uta of Allan'. Lum
sentencedto be hanged in the prison at
hUn“‘hb°"thtDk 11 S S5
Windsor on the last Friday of May.
1883, The crime, for which a son of
Mrs. Meaker, Almon Meaker, is already J10K after the bltyileUn had given her up m Incurable
lie say* other, knowing her cue have tak^n the Balsam
under sentenceof death, was one of the a't r nl**"1Cur®d •
“N *° afflictedshould give U
most horrible in even tne criminal his- Dil Mvmcpith.Dentist, of ClndnnaU, was thoughtto
tory of Vermont. The child was a half- be In the at atAncs op Consumptionand wu inducod

B,,U

Mow.

sunbeam.

Home

An executionto which more than passing interest attaches will take place in

Influences Developing.

General— and he has kept the heart of a
child, and never given me ’ an hour’s
anxiety in all his innocent life !”
j The General — “Ah, he’ll sooh be
wanting: to marry the lady’s maid, or
something of that sort. See if he
doesn't!”
My Lady— “Good Heavens. (To
footman, who enters.) “Adams, where
is Parker?”
The Footman — “She just steppec
,out for a minute this moruin’, my Lady,
to git some ’air-pius, she said. But
they do say down stairs, as Master
George were waiting for her round the
corner with a four-wheelcab ami a smal
porkmanteau.Leastwise, she never
como home, nor Master George hasn’t
neither. . Lunch is waiting, my Lady."

“What

regiment is that?” inquired
a stranger, seeing a long line of military

men
is

is

filing into the State

House. “That

not a regiment,”was the reply
only the Governor’s stafl^

; “ that

Editor : In my article on
“Treatment of Diphtheria” the word
“head” should be bed, and the sen-

I&Mr.

tence should read ? “ Puta comfortable
blanket on the bed,” etc.
“ Och,” said a love-sick Hibernian,
“ what a recreation it is to be dying of
love ! It sets the heart aching so delicately there’s no taking a wink of alape
for the pleasure of the pain.”

ee.
wu

cured hia cough,and that ho
pr u't

Among

: A modern young lady’s
forehead.The editor of this column,
not having seen one for several years, is
willing to pay a fair price for a glimpse
of the genuine old article.No banged
or otherwisemutilatedspecimens want-

Wanted

ed.

“Is

ii true,” she writes, “that

all

the funny men ore sad?” Heaven
bless you, Annie, no, they are not But
the people who read their funny pieces,
Annie, they are sad. Ah, yes ! theirs is
the sorrow that mocks at sympathy.—
Burdette.

-

church, and whether they have
got on anything new. ”

A lawyer

once asked the late Judge
Pickens, of Alabama, to charge the jury
that “It is better that ninety and nine
guilty men should escape than that one
innocent man should be punished.”
“ Yes,” said the witty Judge, “I will
give that charge, but m the opinion of
the court the ninety and nine guilty
men have already escaped in this conn-

A pkima-facie case: “ What is this? ”
This is a girl and her beau. ” “ Which
is the girl, and which is the beau?”
“That is the girl with the ulster on.
and that is the beau with the banged
hair and the tight pantaletts.” “Are
they fond of each other?
“ Oh, yes,
indeed. They are so fond of each other
that they borrow each other’s clothes,
and you cannot tell each from the other

”

\

Ain’t it

fun?”

A boy walked

into an office yesterday
with a pocket-book in his hand, and inquired if Mr. Blank was in. “That’s
my name,” replied one of the gentlemen. “ Well, here’s a wallet with your

name in it.” “Yes, I lost it this morning.” He received it, and the boy
started down-stairs,but was halted by
the call, “Say, boy, what’s your name?
“0, that’s all right,” replied the boy,
as ho backed down. “’Tain’t worth
your saying I’m an honest boy and
offering me 10 cents for my trouble, for
there was only SO cents in the wallet,
and ma used that to buy some soap and
a

new

Love «tond npon Uie doorstep
And twlrkn »!>out the pin,
And whia]>eredUirouuh the keyhole,
“I« any one within?”
Bat ehe wu busy eweeping
And darting high and low,
And be hia books was deep in,
Bo they let him knock and go.
Better the book unwritten,
Better unswept the floor.
Than such sweet and seldom visitor
Turned from the thanklessdoor.

lledicalDiscovery." By druggists.

The

daily price paid for intoxicating
New York is estimated at

drinks in

8270,000 — or $98,550,000 every year.
There is said to be an alarming increase
of drunkenness among the women.

m
S?

Unquestionable . Gratitude.
Warren, Ohio, July 30, 1881.
H. H. Warner & Co.: Sirs— Your 8afe Kidney and Liver Cure has relieved me of a severe
kidney difficultywhich caused me much trouble

aud

suffering. P. W. Bururr.

would not have afflictionvisit
you twice, listen at once to what it

(frtVIK A

MONTH-AGENTS WANTED— 90

best

Wirr suffer such distress from piles and constipation ? Kiduey- Wort will cure you.

VV'

ORIGINAL

JUT RATED lY E
l I e A .. GROCERY

'''*001. ,

tuu.x.r I/It
LUU.vM.r

.00,

fbp the ©u*e

FITS!

PHIL A

of

EpilEpT,c FITSi

....
Am- J0'1™*!°/ MidMnt.
.>Ab- Meserole (lateof Ixindon), who makes special
KpUepay, hu without duubt treated and m red more
eases than any other living physician.Hia success hu
amply been utonlshlng; we havo heard of oaaee of erst
“ Xesrs' standing succeufullycured by him. He has
puUnsbed a work on this disease, which he sends, with *
Urge bottle of his wonderful cure, free to any sufferer
who may send thalr expressand postoffloeaddress, w*
•aviso any one wishinga cure to address
D». AB. ME8EBOLE, Wo. W John 8t„ New York.
»

tyof

The Best Field

OHUMSSSHS EMIGRANTS.
Bookland How

to

Procure Patent*" unlfru.

Diary Free

AN IMMBNSff AREA OV RAILROAD
AND GOYBKNAIENT I.ANDH, OP GRIAV
FERTILITY. WITHIN BABY KEACH OV
PERMANENT MAKKET. AT EXTREMR.
LY LOW PRH'lMv Is bow efftrrd for ml* la
KAMTERN OREGON mni EAHTXHJf WASHINGTON TERRITORY.

on receipt of two Three.Oent^Ntaa^pa.^ddruST"
CHARLES E. HIRES. 48 N. Delawm Av..JPhil*.

THE FAMILY LIBRARY
Contains splendid new and complete Noreta. Rend I

GRAIN AT PORTLAND. OREGON. COMMANDS A PRIOR EQUAL TO THAT OBTAINED

—

CHICAGO.

IN

The Mrfp tompUUon

«

AGENTS WANTED**'
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.

QTONFJM HARDY BLAOKRBUHY. The

SSteSsEess:?

and

^

Bfcbi

2d»s. teWiat

If you

teaches.

MONEBUT THE

GREAT PAMIlV,

$77 7ih£&fega

• nng a suae, permanent cure, Without
Applianceson trial for thirty days to any
not harm the most delicate invalid. Its use
>erson afflicted with Nervous Debility,Lost
wonderfully revivesthe mental faculties,
Vitslity *nd
and kindred
kindred troubles,
troubles,guarantee
guaranteeing
creases the> power of physical endurance, and v,ul;ty
blood
rich, rod and pure, enabling completerestoration of vigor and manhood,
makes the
_____
eract the effect of exhaustive
Address as above without delay,
it to counteract
a- diseases.
N. B.— No risk is incurred,as thirty days’
di
debilitating
diseases. In InrAiitiwi
localitieswh*™
where (hia
this
trial is allowed.
icdy is best known, druggists find it difficult
LIFE, TRIAL and
supply the demand. It contains Yellow
of
“ Buchupaiba.”
Dock, Sarsaparilla, Juniper,Iron, Buchn, Celery, Cahsuya, etc. Every physician knows the
Quick, complete cure of urinary affections, Complete history of his shameful life ; full record of the
most notorioustrial In the annals of crime. Profosely
merit of such ingredients.
smarting, frequent or difficulturination, kidIllustrated. Low priced. OahU
For circulars
ney diseases. $1 at druggists. Prepaid by
and term*, addna* HUBBARD BROS, Ghicsgo,111.
The Tramp.
express, $1.25, 6 for $5. E. 8. Wrluj, Jersey
City, N.
J
[Ingersoli.]

EXECUTION

10

ot/U M. M. is
da*

L

u

now

——

Xorihom As*

of tho

assured, and
a

gnnranhm
-----

—

- - -

*

rasifle, toasiher with ths constructionof ths
nstworkoflOO mites of railroad bythoO.M,
SM. Co. In the oalleys of ths groat Columbia
and Us mrinsipal tributaries, renders oorlmim
a rapid insrtase in ths value of (Ae lands

now opon

to purchase and pre-emption.
There is erery indication of an enormous
moosmsni of populabUm to the Columbia
Mioor region in the isnmediats/Uture.

LANDS SHOW

aw

40 BUSHELS OP
N# Foliar*

ATBKAGE YIELD

«f

WHEAT PEH AGRB.

of Crops ever koowo.
eff.rad at tko

RAIJIjOAD LANDS

aolforw
sympathize with the wanderer, with
Ten Years’ Experience.
the vagrant out of employment, with the
Cedahville, Ohio, Dec. 16, 1881.
‘climate Milo” AND HEALTHY.
Have used Piso’s Cure for Consumptionin
sad and weary men who are seeking for
For paasatJetuad maps, dMcrtptlvaoff
my
family
for
ten
years,
and
want
nothing
betSent
free
to
all
To
All.
work. When I see one of these men,
count
Many pkw .V. .WiluO
trar*
[TRSutffinTTIIrBenTnHtB
poor and friendless— no matter how bad ter as a cough remedy. J. A. Hahenu.
Diet*,new sort* free
Uluetr’dwith $2000 worth
A. L. STOKER,
he is, I think that somebody loved him
I defy competition I
"engravingsrunt to all
Dr. Wiwcmll’s Teething Syrup has nevei will notlxMiiulmnld,.
«1 fenh, cheap, reliable
Gra’I East era Pase’r Afaat,
once — that he once had a mother— that
failed to give immediate rebef when used is
it. H BUUMWA
,'KFOKD. ILLINOIS.
AS Clark SI., Chicago. III.
he slept beneath her loving eyes and cases of Summer Complaint,Choi era- infantum,
wakened in the light of her smile. I see or paina in the stomach. Mothers, when yom
THE OFFICIAL HISTORY OF THE
Ss»*uk
SsstW Sms «a< Wlswt >tB fc. 10 «eM et* sp.
him in the cradle, listeningto lullabies little darlings are suffering from these or kinMfM. «hr rf vn. m4 (Mt rf US, mS e Mas itv
dred causes, do not hesitate to give it a trial
In wees «f ywa (vnn SssSselm Mb.
sung soft and low, and his little face is You will surely be pleased with the charming
nib smm, te. aaS ,Um W -Mtru. t.i
Ltrrtu..Mm.; r.«r.,4 m aU mi .allilM.
'Off* 1», ths only complete aad full
Host rated "life
dimpled as though by the rosy fingers effect Be sure to buy Dr. Winchell’s Teething
P«f. L MirUi.i,10 M«.', Cl. Uu
sod Trial of Oulteau." Itoontalnssllthe tarttmooyof
of joy. Aud then I think of the strange Syrup. Sold by all druggista. Only 25 oenti the experte and other noflfl witnesses ; all the speeches
O. If. u.
msd e by the cunning ssassstn In hli great effort*to escape
and winding paths— the weary road' he per bottle.
the g illovra by feigning Insanity.Beware of catchpenny
books.
Millions
ef
people
are
waiting
for
this
work
has traveled, from that mother’s arms to
\ITI1EN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS.
^ FoBdyspepsia,indigestion, depresalon of spir- Ag**U Wanted. Circulars free. Extra terraa to Agents' VI please say you saw the advertlsemeal
vagrancy and want
Address National Pubushiho Co, Chicago,Ilk la tblo paper.
also as a preventiveagainst fever and ague and
Mr. E. B. Boland, of Covington,Ky., other intermittent fevers,the “ Ferro- PhosphorA combination of Prowrites: “I had given up ever finding relief ated Elixir of Calisaya," made by Caawell, Haztoxide of Iron, Peruvian
Bark and Phosphorus in
from the ills that afflicted me. 1 sufiered ard A Co., New York, and sold by all druggists,
greatly, both mentallyand physically. Pimples is the best tonic ; and for patientsrecovering
and boils were all over me. The smallest cut from fever or other sickness it has no equal
or wound would cause a sore. My digestion
teeth, so ehareterietieof

Beautiful

BOOK

m

truth

GUITEAU TRIAL
r-l

troubledme, and my back and kidnovs pained
me severely. A friend recommended Dr. Guvsott’sYellow Dock and Sarsaparilla.Thanks
to its use, I am again in sound condition, and I
never can grow weary of praising it to my acquaintances.”

Let

it

be understoodonce for all Cardolink,

A sneak-thief grabbed the carcass of a a deodorizedextract of petroleum,will positivelamb that hung on a hook in front of a ly restore hair to bald heads, ana there is no
meat market, and, on finding he was pur- other preparationunder the faoe of the sun
that can accomplish this work.
sued, ran into an alley near by, threw his
booty behind a pile of boxes, and boldly
Onr greasing with Frazer Axle Grease lasts
turned back. His pursuers met him ut three weeks— others three days. The Frazer is
the corner.

r

\otherironprrpg rnlions.

Fob Headache, Constipation, Liver Complaint
and ail biliousderangements of thn blood, thers
is no remedv as sure and safe as Eilert’s Daylight Liver Pills. They stand unrivalledin removing bile, toning the stomach and in giving
healthy action to the liver. Sold by all druggists.

A Successful Bluff Game.

sod on lmmderfut cu:
»,

UjaiTKa1’

8PIbox

Toxic
-

^ V’V
In a iremilty
hr. Lon*. Mo..

f UiIrcH color to the
nntu ml hrnlthfultone to
the ili/jrstive or (fane and
nervous ai/stem, making
it (ipulicahle to General

tit ", 1

Vo strut irnfo^l'Ftal

/mrom.

the cheapest. Try it.

“Where’s that lamb?” demanded one.
“What lamb?” innocently asked the
thief.

“Why, the one you ran around the
Voltaire was once affected with something which he called decay of the corner with a minute ago,” explainedthe
stomach but which would probably be one who hail taken hold of the stranger.
“I’m not the man. You’ve made a
better termed debility of the stomach,
or paralysis of the digestivefunction. mistake, but I did meet a fellow just
For nearly a year he took no other now, running like thunder, with a sheep
nourishment than yolks of effgs, beaten over his shoulders. He turned that corup with flour and water, and thus was ner there just two minutes ago.”
“ He’s our man,” exclaimed both, and
cured. This diet is thus prepared:
Beat up an egg in a bowl, add six table- off they started, leaving the real thief to
spoonfuls of cold water, mixing well disappear hastily down the street. The
together. Then add two tablespoonfuls men found the stolen meat, but did not
^ of farina of potatoes, mix again catch the thief.— Defroff Free Press.
^ thoroughly, and add as much boiling
A son of Brigham Young is an in) water as is ' necessary to convert the
structor at West Point.
whole into a jelly. It can be token alone
or with the Hddition of a little milk.—
Having used Dr. Bull's Cough Syrup in my
Dr. Foote's Health Month!}/.
family for the last three years, I find it the

One redeeming feature of Mormon ism
seems to be that it does not throw the
burden of the support of a husband upon
one woman.

l?SlSK£

Coughs, Colds,

•OLD BY ALL MEDICINE DEALERS.

:

clothes-line.”

the young man who got away.

.

blood la

AS ALSO

I

“

is

•

tric

to

WID*

f-r

Asthma,

Wildness is a thing which girls can“I don’t miss my church quite so
not afford; delicacy a thing wliich they
Read This Now or Never.
muoh ae ypu suppose,” said a lady to
cannot lose or find.
The very beet remedy ever invented for the
her minister who had called to see her cure of generalill-health,especially dyspepsia,
On Thirty Days* Trial.
during her illness, “for I make Betsey bad blood, nervousness, universal lassitude,
The
Yoltaio
Belt Co., Marshall.Mioh,Lwill
sit at the window as soon as the bells weak kidneys, liver tronbles, etc., is Dr. Guysend their Electro-Voltaio Belts and other Elecbegin to chime, and tell me who are sott’s Yellow Dock and Sarsaparilla.It will
going

**•**•

Je New

child. The child was taken from bed
Croup,
and dressed, a sock was tied over her
All Dlaenatea of the Throat, Lungs and
'head, and she was taken in a wagon to a
Pulmonary Organa.
lonely spot in the woods, where a dose
4t 9^’. Ay., writes that the
lof strychnine was given her, and she was I 9: 8-.¥142T*f
Heft to die in a swamp. The crime was
conclusively fixed upon the two wretched Mother* will And It a safa and sure remedy to give their
children when afflictedwith Croup.
prisoners,and nothing can now save
them from the terrible consequences. It Is harmless to ths most deficitschild!
tt containsno Opium in any form!
The time allowed the condemned to premtecamraendedby PhyelelMa, Mtalstera and
pare for death is so long that the execution will undoubtedly be welcomed as o
terminationof the feeling of terror that
As an EIPECTORANT it las No EinaL
will possess them.

other animal stories,Kingston

relat-s the case of a parish or outcast
dog that was thrown as food to a caged
tiger in India. The dog stood on the deensive in a corner of the cage, and as
often as the tiger attempted to molest
lim, seized it by the lip or neck. The
tiger was hungry, but eventually, finding the dog so tough a customer to
tackle, it reliuijuished its onslaughts,
and came to an understanding with the
oe. r When a mass of rice and milk was
>ut into his cage, the larger brute willingly shared it with its courageous op>onent; and henceforth they became
staunch friends;the dog would run in
and out the cage, evidently looking upon
it as his home, and indeed, making it
such, until the tiger’sdeath left it once
more homeless and friendless.

WAK#

From Oato TkA

,

guns
$20 KM

YOUTHFUL TRESS.

*

WEEK

well-known<ut sen, who hu been afllioted with Ubo’ncuiTia tn Ita worst foim for twelve years. The Lung
Balaam oured him.aalthumanyothara.of Bhonchitia

in either the abuse or the murder of the

a

A

ONE

FOR 1882-SEKD

abla to resume hia

A Tennessee girl who found a beau
she liked better didn’t Rnap the golden
They say there is a man in the Guncord with the old one by suddenly renison country only 26 years old who has
turning his letters and lock of hair. $66 f^rkAi"dSrIrsJ3v,rEr.
—London
Punch.
killed twenty-sevenmen already. It is
She sent for him, told him how it was,
very rare tlrat a young physicianattains
Db, Pierce’s “ Pellets,”or sugar-coated gave him 85 in cash and 300 pounds of
a practice like that at the age of 26.
granulea-the original “Little Liver Pills’’ (bot:
peanuts,and took his receipt in full of
“ Colonel,” said a man who wanted ware of imitAtions)— cure sick and bilioushead- ail demands.
ache, cleanse the atomach and bowels and puto make out
genealogical tree, rily the blood. To get genuine,see Dr. Pierce’a
15 to
“ Colonel, how can I become thoroughly signature and portrait on Government stamp.
t'Beautf Unadorned (with Pimples) Is
acquainted with my family history ?*’ 25 cents per vial, by druggists.
Adorned (he Nlost.’’
If von desire & fair complexion free from 83 ct. Nationai, I’uuuiHiuoCo., Chicago,UL
“Simply by running for Congress,” annmples, blotches And eruptions, take “ Golden
Natural Foes Living; in Harmony.
swered the Colonel.
Ah, well I I’ll put the treea away,
lu this old oaoritoire;
Last time we met our hair wa* gray,
And now— we meet no more.
Above your grave the gruiM* mingle,
And 1 am forty, fat and single.

PROM

»*»**ATI8K on this die

la

to E. 0. Meaker, husband of
Emeline, and was an inmate of their
sister

i

plied the teacher.

TO

'

bu

“I know where the darK goes when
morning nomes,” said little Glare. “I • My Lady— “No, no, General. Do household, where she was Beverly abused
and maltreated,being treated, indeed,
goes down cellar ; its dark down there not talk to me of school and college
all day.”
There’s nothing like homo influence for as a slave by Mrs. Meaker and Almon.
boys. My precious darling has never Almon was a half-witted, pliant tool in
“ How does painting agree with my
daughter?” asked an anxious parent, left my side since he was born— just the hands of his mother. Mr. Meaker is
twenty-one years ago this very day, believed to be innocentof all complicity
“ D makes her too red in the face,” re-

i

-7— "••••-

best preparationI have ever

used

for

and Colds, giving almost immediate

For Rheumatism,Sprains and Bruises, use
Uncle Sam’s Nerve and Bone Liniment, sold by
all

druggists.

Df

BULL’S

(M
SYRUP

Coughs

E Walker,

I Baby Vine.
S The Old Cabin
/
' S The LittleOne* at Uorue.
II 8eo That My Grave's Kept Greco.
It Urendfstbsr's Clock.
IS Where Was Moses when the Light
54 Bwset Jhr and
I Wont Out.
55 Whoa,
[Magfle.
Si When you and I were Young
S* When I Saw Sweet Nellie Hums.
41 TakelhleLetter to My Mother.
4# A Model Love Letter, —comic
II Wife’* Commandments.—
comic.
14 Husband'*Cemmsndments.
M LillieOld Log Cabin In the Un*.
44 MarchingThrough Qsnrgl*40 Widow In tbs Cotug* by the Sea.
41 The Minstrel Boy.
to Tafcn luck the Heart
tf The Faded Coat of Bine. (Night
tJ My Old Kentucky Home, uuwd
44 rfl be all Smiles to Might Love.
S4 Listen to the Mocking Bird.
N Her Bright Smile Haunts Me Ptm
•4 Sunday Night When the Farlor's
•5 The Gypsy's
Hull.
101 'TisDut a LittleFade<l Flower.
104 The Girl I Left Behind Me.

Home..

relief.

Gen'L Com. Merchant, 118 Light st, Balto., Md

SONGS, One Cent Nadi

WATCHES

Aocrlcaa Vatsh

Br.
Emma.

Wernlng.

(

IW Carry MeBaek fc Old Vlrglnny.
Ill The Old Man't Drunk Again.
114 1 Am Waiting, Essie Dear.
US Take Me Back to ilnma ft Mother
UO Come. Bit by My Bide, Darting.

Ill Use Me; Xlss Tour Darling,
in A Flower from Mother' • Grave.

tn Lore Among the Soeea.

144 I’oor, but a Gentleman 8U1L
U0 I'U fiemamber You, Love. In My 14* Nobody'eDartingbut Mine.
llVayers, U1 Put My LlUle Shoes Away.
144 You May Look, but Muen't Touch. Ul Darflnj:Nulllo Gray. *
1M There's Always » Beet la the Parlor for You.
in INre no MotherNow, I'm Weeping
US Mssse'sIn de Cold. Cold Ground,
in Bey a Kind Word When You Can. IT# Tim Flulgan’s Wake.
US I CannotKing the Old Bones.
*!* J?1* My Fsthvr Wore.
1*4 Norah O’MuaL
IH I’ve Only Been Down to the Club.
14T Waiting, Mr Darling, for Thee.
W Use Me Again.
149 Jcunlo thu Flowerof Kildare,
119 The Vacant Chair.
K0 I'm Lonely Bluce My Mother Died 110 The Sweet Sunny South.
1:1 Tentingon the OU I'atnpOroand. Ml Come Home Fatf'or.
l ;4 Don 't You Co, Tommy, Don't Go.
ut LlttioMaggie Mar.
110 Willie. We have Missed You.
S*4 Molly BawS. '
1M Over the Hills to ths Poor House. US Sally in Our Ally.
1*4 Don't be Angry rlihMo, Darling. !0J Poor Old Ned.
Ut Flirtationoribs Fan.
1*4 Why did Bbe Leave Him T [other.
194 Th m Hast Learned to Love Antot There's None Like a Mother.
«>4 You Were Psiae. bpt I'll Forgive.
W* Whl*’>er Boftly.Mother'sDting.
»«» Use Owule Baci to Dixie. ‘
111 Will You Lor* Ms, Wham Va Old. see Where 1* My Boy To-Nlghl.
U0 Annie Laurie.
no The Five Cent Shave.
ttt Sherman ' March to the Be*.
II* Linger. Not Darling.
Sti Come. Birdie, Come.
114 Dancing In the BuhUgbt
anytwenty.flr*
sonp for |5 cents; any
•- KaBtmbgf, wewlll

za‘Xr,J't-

'

^

"

A**r**,,tt*,M*
J'ilUberxk.Pa.

C*.

SatrtofueFree.Mention UO. papvr.
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NcaMufficc^ftw York,

or
A number or Ohio ladies residing in
Washingtonhave gotten up a very handsome fire-screen,which is to be sent in a
day or two to Grandma Garfield, as an ex-

How

is

the chance

FLEGEIVEJD

JXJfBT

for Fanners.

pression of their deep sympathy for her recent bereavement and their admiration of

Our popular wagon manufacturer

the character of her son, the late president.

The screen

is

made of

glass, with the de-

signs painted by hand and then burned.

This

swings in a frame

glass part

Carved ebony, which stands nearly
and

feet high

is

of

five

about thirteen feet wide.

FLIEMAN,

J.

Offers his superiormade wagons jast as cheap
anybody sells them in Zeeland, and claims that
they are a
as

In the center of the glass there

Gen.

cellent picture of

from

is

an excel-

Ga;field, painted

copy of the photograph taken for

a

Better wagon in every

Queen Victoria. Above the head is the
coat-of-arms of the state of Ohio. In one
of the upper corners is a shield, and in the
other a spread eagle,

Below the

Some of those goods will be

sold at Cost, such as

way

andjxamine.

Call

picture

Also Keeps on hand a

are flags, cannon, and shot appropriately

line of

arranged. The whole forms a very pretty
piece of furniture.

We

are glad to announce that the
American came out of the

Scientific
fire in

New York,

like the fabled Phoenix,

with renewed life. The subscription

lists,

Open and Top

Scientific

located

American offices are

261 Broadway, corner of Warren

at

Street, a very central and excellent situa-

ALSO AGENT FOR

PLATFORM SPRING WAGON

'

WORKS.
FLIEMAN,

14-tf
TO

tion.

Down.
Mr. Albert Anderson,York Street,
Buffalo, fell down stairs and severely
bruised his knee. A few applications of
Fell

Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil entirely cured
him.
Those who

suffer

J.

Holland,

TltGreat EoropeaiiBenieHy-Dr. j.

Shingles, Lime

an

HOLLAITE, MlCIi.

early

JUST

dermines the health, aud constitutional used with ____

wonderfulsuccess.
Pampheltssent free to all. Write for them and

in cases of dyspepsia,

indigestion,constipation,kidney and liver

Buffalo.N.Y.

Sold In Hollandby D. R.

Miinos.

81-ly.

RECEIVED
A very large stock of

FALL AND

get full particulars.
Price, Specific,$1 per package, or six packages
for $5. Address all orders to
J. B. SIMPSON MEDICINE CO.,

complaints, biliousness,etc., Burdock
Blood Bitters have been proved by

HARRINGTON,

E. J.

Insanity and

SneciflcMedl
cine is being

Tries All.

WINTER
Wilson, Crown,

DRY GOODS,

many

NOTIONS,

trial to be a reliable cure. Price $1.00.

Victor, Domestic

and Singer.
Or any other called for, cheaper than
where

Important to Travelers.

IRON

you by

Special inducements arc ofl'ered

the BurlingtonRoute. It will pay you to
read their advertisementto be found else

where

issue.

in this

Hats and Caps,
VAN PUTTEN& SONS.

G.

52— ly.

T7H)R SALE

-T

Inquire

at

CASHMERES,
DELAINES,

GINGHAMS,

a bargain. Mast be eold at once.
J. C. POST.

of

l-2w

BITTERS

CALICOES,

TABLE LINEN,

HANDKERCHIEFS
From the finest|Si!kto the cheapest.

BROWN'S IRON BITTERS ore
a certain cure for all diseases
requiring a complete tonic; especially Indigestion,Dyspepsia, Intermittent Fevers, Want of Appetite,
Loss of Strength, Lack of Energy,
etc. Enriches the blood, strengthens the muscles, and gives new

HOSIERY, &€.,

charm on the

all dyspeptic symptoms,
snch as tasting the food, Belching,

MEYER, BROUWER &

46-2m

CO.,

River Street.

Nervous Debility:

Emissions, Premature Old Ace, caused by over-exertlon, self-abuse,or over-indulgence, which leads
to misery, decay and death. One box will cure recent cases. Each box contains one month's treatment. One dollar a box, six boxes for five dollars;
sent by mail prepaid on receiptof price.
We guarantee six boxes to cure any case. With
each order receivedby us for six boxes, acornpanied with five dollars, we will send the purchaser our written cnarantec to return the money
if the treatment does not effect a care. Guarantees issued only when the treatmentla ordered
direct from us. AddressJOHN C. WEST A CO.,
Bole Proprietors, 181 A 183 W. Madison St., Chicago, 111. Bold by D. R. Meenga,Holland, Mich.33-ly

OPkCSr-A-KTS

Fresh Groceries
ALWAYS ON HAND.
6.

We have added a complete stock of

DRY GOODS,
GENTS' URNISHING G00CS,

A Cure Guaranteed.
Dr. E. C. Weet’s Nerve aud Brain Treatment:a
specificfor Hysteria, Dizziness, Convulsions. Nervous Headache,Mental Depression, Loss of Mem-

of the

digestive organs,

removing

&C.,

Also a Full Line of

to the nerves. Acts like a

life

EIGHTH STREET.

else-

Notions, Hosiery, Woolen Yarns
Etc., Etc., which

ory, Spermatorrhcea,Impotency,Involuntaryprices.Uur motto

DRESS GOODS,

Lot,

M.Huizenga&Co.,

at

At the store of

BLA1TKETS,
House and

HAND.

—ATT—

Specific MeHiciae,
positive cure for Spermatorrhoea, Seminal
Weakness, Impotency, and all diseases resulting
from Self-Abuse, as Mental Anxiety, Loss of Memory. Pains in
Back or Side
and diseases
that lead to

Purge out the lurking distemper that un-

Time
So it does, and

lumber, such as fencing, etc., can also be had; also Lath,

reasonable prices.

etc., at

It Is a

grave. The

vigor will return.

of

ALL KINDS OF FRUIT BASKETS CONSTANTLY ON

Simpi's

B,

THE TIME FOR BARGAINS.

IS

A few thousand feet

Mich

NERVOUS SUTFEREfos.

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla and cleanse the blood.

a

NOW

from an enfeebled and Consumpt'n

disordered state of the system, should take

SHOES, ETC., ETO.

AISTD

Buggies,

And a nice assortment of Cutters lor Farmers
and Tradesmen are on the way coming.

account books, patent records, patent
drawings, and correspondence were preserved in massive fire proof safes. The BATH

new

BOOTS

A.TSTJD

late

we
Is:

offer

FLOUm
is

AJ^Q FEEQ,

also kept constantly on hand.

The highest prices Is paid for butter and eggs,
and other Country Produce.

and see our New Goods.

Call
Mr.

H. Workman

will remain in the

store as heretofore.

first quality

MAINTO’S

for sale at very low

“Quick Bales and Email

Profits."
Our stock of CROCKERY Is large and complete,
and onr stock of GROCERIES is constantly being
replenished, kept fresh and full.

HUIZENGA,

M.

WYNHOFF.

B.

Holland, Sept. 22, 1881. 83-6m.

Which excel in

Van Putten & Sons.

Holland, March 25th. 1881.

quality and appearance
any before offered to the Public and prices
that defy competitionat

MEYER, BROUWER &

46-2m

Heat in the Stomach, Heartburn,
etc. The only Iron Preparation
that will not blacken the teeth or
give headache. Sold by all Drug-

THE FINEST MANUFACTURED

CO.,

River Street.

Piano in the World
of

Wm. Knabe &

Co., also the

gists at $1.00 a bottle.

BROWN CHEMICAL

PRINCIPAL+UN£

Celebrated

CO.

DECKER

8t« that all Iron Bllteri are made by Raowa Cubmicai
Co. and bare eroaaed red linea aud trade mark on orappaa

BEWARE
31—

H

O

I

O

-A.

G-

OF IMITATIONS,

-MILLION!

/

Thin Oil It extracted from a peculiar rpecles of
email WHITE SHARK, caught In the Yellow Sea,
known aa CarcAarodonRowldetH.Every Chlneae
fisherman known It. Ita virtues aa a restorativeof
hearing were discoveredby a Buddhist Priest
about tne year 1410. Its cures were ao numerous
and many so
miraculous, that
the remedy was officiallyproclaimed over the entire Empire. Its use became so universal that for
ovir 300 yean so Dtafaui hai nlitid aaong the Chtnen
people. Sent, chargee prepaid, to any address at $1
per bottle.

Memfugly

Only Imported by

HAYLOCK

Sole AgentsforAmerica. 7 Dey St.,

& CO.,
Now York.

virtues are nuqueationable and its curative
character absolnte, aa Jhe writer can personally
teatlfy. both Rom experience and observation.
Among the many readers of the Review In one
part and another or the country, It is probable that
numbers are afflicted with deafness, and to snch It
may be said : •* Write at once to Haylock <fc Co., 7
Dey Street,New York, enclosing $1, and yon will
receive by return mall a remedy that will enable
you to hear like anybody else, and whoee curative
effects will be permanent. Yon will never regret
dolwo."-- Editor Mercantile
«l-#ra.
Ita

POTTM.
PERCEVAL LOWEU,
Miwnger,
Prttt J Gtn'l

Orn. tost. Agt^
Cblcaco, 111,

111.

ChfcMffo.

RtvUw.

attention

DETROIT MUSIC

use by the public

and

is

the best preparation

RESTOR-

ever Invented for

The

ING GRAY HAIR TO ITS

State

YOUTHFUL COLOR AND

Assayer
and

LIFE.

Chemist
It supplies the natural

food and color to the hair
glands without staining the
skin. It will increase and
thicken the growth of the
hair, prevent its blanching
and falling off, and thus

of

It

tions

<
cures Itching, Erup-

Physi-

very
desirable,giving the hair a
silken softness which all
admire. It keeps the head
It is

clean, sweet and healthy.

1 1 la a poaltlve and effectualremedy for all Nervous Diaeaaea in every stage of life— young or old,
male or female. Such aa Im potency, Prostration,
loaa of Strength Joss of Vitality, Befectlvo Memory, Impaired Brain Power, and diseases from
w filch an unnaturalwaste of life springs, all of
which cannot fall to undermine the whole system.
Every organ Is weakened, every power prostrated,
and many forms of disease are generatedwhich,
if not checked,pave the way to aa early death. It
rejuvenates age and relnvl go rates youth.
Each package containssafflclentfor two weeks
treatment. Write for pamphlet, which will be
sent free, with full particulars.
Sold by al Druggists at 60 cents a package,or
twclv? packagesfor $5.00. Will be sent free by
mall on receipt of money, by addressing

WEBB'S ECLECTRIC MEDICINE CO.,
A Care

Guaranteed. Buffalo, N.Y.

Sold In Holland by D. R.

Meongs.

62-ly

We will buy all the Stave and Heading
Bolts you cau make and deliver the year
round, viz:
Oak

Stave Bolls, 80 inches long.
White Ash Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
Elm Stsve Bolts, 83 Inches long.
Black Ash Slave Bolls, 88 inches long.
Black Ash Heading Bolts 88 inches long.
Basswood Heading Bolls, 88 inches long.
Pine Heading Bolls, 20 inches long.

For making contractsor further Information apply to Fixler’s Slave Factory.

JA9. KONING,

8upt.

IN

Store No. 52 Eighth si,

GROCERY

medi-

cine.

S

Near Cor. of Monroe Street,

MICHIGAN.
TORE GRAND RAPIDS,RANKANS.
G.

C.

STEKETEE

&

B0S,

on the corner of River & Ninth Sts.

WHISKERS
BROWN

will change the beard to a

BLACK

or

prodaces a permanent color that will

aa complete as possl
ble embracing ail the latestand beat made fabrica

Crockery, Stone

& Glassware.

FARMERS’ PRODUCE TAKEN IN
EXCHANGE.
C.

not wash off.

Holland, Oct.

12th,

PREPARED BY
R. P. HALL

&

Sold by

ill

CO., NASHUA, N.H.
DealersIn Medicine.

will

JODN

stamp.

Which wc intend to keep

at discretion.Being In one

preparationIt Is easily applied,and

$500 REWARD.
WE

pay the above reward for any case of
Liver Complaint,Dyspepsia,Sick Headache, IndiCan now be found, not alone a complete stock gestion, Constipationor Costlvcnesawe cannot
of Grocerlca.— always of the Freshestand Purest, curewlthWeavaVegetable Liver Pllla, when the
bnt also all kinds of Farmers Produce, Provlalona, directions are strictly compiled with. They are
purely Vegetable, and never fall to give satisfacEtc., Etc.
tion. Sugar Coated. Large boxes, containing80
Pills, 25 cents. For sale by all Druggists. BeAlioa very large and assorted atock of
ware of counterleitsand Imitations.The gennlne
manufactured only by
O. WEST & CO.,
‘•The Pill Makers," 181 A 188 W. Madison St..
Chicago. Free trial package sent by mail prepsid on receipt of a 8 cent
88-lj

DRY GOODS

BMCKSNOHAWS di*

or at No. 13 South Division Street,

Holland, Mich., Oct. 27,1881. [88— 6m.

as a

triumph

Holland, Michigan.

AND-—*—

—

r-—

THE

w

it

peat
in

29-26

THE NEW

recom-

mend

Woodsmen.

•

etc.

DRY GOODS

Farmers and
WEBB'S ECLECTRIC MEDICINE.

Flat Rock, etc.,

endorse

and

WILCOX £ WHITE,

Send for our Catalogue. The followingbands
And many other Makers; also first-class Pipe
use onr instruments:—
Owosso, Lapeer, Otlsvllle, Organs cau be seen in this vicinity.
Mt. Morris. Chester, Oroveland. Capac, Frankford,
Whereas I purchase for cash, I am enabledto
St. Louis, Carlton, Memphis, New Haven, Richsell Just as cheap, If not cheaper, than the beat
mond, Grand Trunk Junction,Sprlngwells, Tus- houses In the United States.
cola. Mayvlllc,Big Rapids, Chase, Reed City,
Golden Theatre Co., J. M. Rodl, Leader; Denison,
Texas; Whitney Family, Imlay City, Washington,
CALL AT

cians

and Dandruff. As a

HAIR DRESSING

Mass,
and

leading

AVERT BALDNESS.

>

CO. Western Cottage Organ,

254 Woodward Ave., Detroit,
CUB. BERDAN, HARRY R. WILLIAMS.

for over twenty years,

Cure for Seafneii Znovn.

T. J
Id lie*

and

DOWLING & PECK.

Too Cboo's Salim of Shaiii'iOil
FoiiUnly Sntom thi Botrlng,and li the only Atichte

KANSAS CITY

BROS.,

HARDMAN

w

O EARS

CHICKERING

Md.

Baltimore,

STEKETEE A

1880.

A MONTH!

$350

rrw.

!

A0IOT8 WAHTXD!

7S RMt H*I1Im ArtMM
pit

BOS.
j

80-1

1

•

Adjll BRONSON. Sowo.

Mm>

UW

PATENTS
We continue to act aa Solieiton for Patent*,CaveatTrade Marks. Copyrights, etc., for the United States..
Canada, Cuba, England, France, Germany, etc. V.e
have bad thirty-five year** experience.
Patentsobtained through us are noticed in the 8aKXTinc American.This large and splendid Illustrated weeklypaper.$3.*Oayear,
shows the Progress
of Science,is very Interest! ng, aud has an enormous
circulation. Address MUNN A CO, Patent Solidtors, Pub’s.-ofScientific American, 87 Park Eow;
New York. Hand bock about Patents free.

_

